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Abstract

The Internet has experienced tremendous growth in the last three decades and has emerged as a
platform to carryall forms of communications including voice, video and data. Along with this
growth came the urgency for quality of service (QoS) controls in IP networks as different types of
traffics have different service requirements. Although the IP protocol is able to scale to very large
networks, it does not provide sufficient functionality for traffic engineering in order to enable QoS
control.

Multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) is a new routing technology that enhances IP with some
QoS concepts from ATM and uses relatively simple packet forwarding mechanisms. MPLS has the
ability to perform traffic engineering and QoS control by routing traffic flowson virtual connections
called label switched paths (LSPs) which are assigned capacity.

A large portion of the traffic carried on the Internet consists of data traffic in the form of TCP
traffic. This thesis investigates several TCP models to find the ones most suitable to represent
TCP traffic in MPLS networks. The models consist of three types. The first type models a single
TCP source and the second type models a fixed number of TCP sources. The third type models
an infinite number of TCP sources. The models were evaluated by comparing their throughput
predictions and results obtained from simulation experiments that were done with the widely-used
simulator ns. We also present a simple derivation of the 1/,;e law for the TCP congestion window
size where e is the packet loss probability.
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Opsomming

In die afgelope drie dekades het die Internet beduidende groei ervaar, soveel so dat dit ontluik het
as 'n medium om alle tipes van moderne kommunikasies te hanteer insluitend telefoon, video en
data. Hierdie groei het gepaard gegaan met die behoefte na diensvlak (QoS) meganismes in IP
netwerke aangesien verskillende tipe kommunikasies verskillende diens vereistes het. Alhoewel die
IP protokol skalleerbaar is tot baie groot netwerke, voorsien dit nie voldoende funksionaliteit om
QoS beheer toe te pas nie.

"Multi-protocol label switching" (MPLS) is 'n nuwe roeterings tegnologie wat IP aanvul met QoS
konsepte van ATM en dit maak gebruik van relatief eenvoudige pakkie versendings-meganismes.
MPLS het die vermoe om netwerk-verkeer reeling en QoS beheer toe te pas deur verkeers-strome
te roeteer op virtuele roetes genaamd "label switched paths" (LSPs) aan wie kapasiteit toegeken
is.

'n Beduidende gedeelte van Internet-verkeer bestaan uit TCP-verkeer. Hierdie tesis ondersoek
verskillende modelle van TCP om die te vind wat die mees geskik is om TCP verkeer in MPLS
netwerke te verteenwoordig. Drie tipes modelle is ondersoek. Die eerste tipe moduleer 'n enkele
TCP verkeersbron en die tweede tipe moduleer 'n vasgestelde aantal TCP verkeersbronne. Die
derde tipe moduleer 'n oneindige aantal verkeersbronne. Die modelle is geevalueer deur hul voor-
spellings van die tempo van data transmissie te vergelyk met resultate van simulasies. Die simu-
lasies is gedoen met die veelgebruikte simulator ns. Hierdie tesis bevat ook 'n eenvoudige afleiding
vir die 1/,;e wet vir die TCP oorlading venster grootte met e die verlies waarskeinlikheid van 'n
netwerk pakkie.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last two decades the Internet has experienced tremendous growth and it now carries all
forms of modern communications including voice, video and data. This expansion has greatly
increased the need for quality of service (QoS) controls in IP networks as different types of traffic
have different service requirements. Real-time traffic such as voice over IP (VoIP) and video on
demand requires transmission with lowdelay, and video requires much more bandwidth than VoIP.
For non-real-time traffic such as data transfers, transmission must proceed with low loss rates but
not necessarily with low delay. Although the IP protocol is able to scale to very large networks,
it does not provide sufficient functionality for traffic engineering in order to enable QoS control.
Packets are routed with the OSPF (open shortest path first) routing protocol and the only service
class in an IP network is best-effort.

Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) is a new routing technology that enhances IP with some
QoS concepts from ATM and uses relatively simple packet forwarding mechanisms. MPLS has the
ability to perform traffic engineering and QoScontrol by routing traffic flowson virtual connections
called label switched paths (LSPs) which are assigned capacity. Traffics with different service
requirements can thus be treated accordingly. Real-time traffic may be routed along shorter paths
with lower delay while non-real-time traffic may be routed along longer paths with higher delay
and lower loss rates. MPLS is discussed in more detail in section 1.1.

A large portion of the traffic carried on the Internet consists of data traffic in the form of TCP
traffic as TCP is the protocol used by many applications that handle file and web transfers.
Studies of TCP's performance were originally based on simulation experiments and TCP traffic
trace measurements. In recent years, several analytic models of TCP's performance were developed
to gain insight into the characteristics of TCP behaviour in many environments. A large number of
TCP models are documented in the literature and many offer different insights into its behaviour.

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate several models of TCP in order to find those that
are most suitable to describe TCP traffic in MPLS networks. Specifically we are interested in

1
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models of implementations of TCP, such as TCP Tahoe and TCP Reno, which are derived from
the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) releases. Twelve models were chosen for closer scrutiny
of which two were extended to better describe the burstiness of TCP traffic. The models are
of three types. The first type models a single TCP source and the second type models a fixed
number of TCP sources. The third type places no constraint on the number of TCP sources
and assumes an infinite number of TCP sources. The models were evaluated by comparing their
throughput predictions versus the results obtained from simulation experiments that were done
using the widely-used simulator ns. The results in this thesis indicate which models are best
suited to predict certain network performance metrics for the various network scenarios that were
investigated. The work is inspired by [74]which compares the throughput predictions of three
TCP models [30, 62, 73J and simulation results for the scenario where NON/OFF TCP sources
share bandwidth on a router.

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a concise description of TCP and its relevant
algorithms, and we briefly examine the various versions of TCP. The necessary mathematical
background is given in chapter 3 that is used by the TCP models. The TCP models are discussed
in chapters 4 to 6 and we only give an overview of the way in which the TCP mechanisms are
included in the models. The necessary equations for calculating the packet throughput per TCP
connection are also given. Section 6.2 presents a simple derivation of the 1/ vie law for the TCP
congestion window size where e is the packet loss probability. In chapter 7 we give details regarding
the simulation experiments, followedby the performance results. The conclusion followsin chapter
8. Additional mathematical background is presented in appendix A and appendix B contains a list
of TCP models that were not considered for the MPLS network scenario. Additional information
regarding simulation experiments is given in appendix C and the waiting time in a finite single
server queue is derived in appendix D.

1.1 Multiprotocol Label Switching

Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) (see Rosen et ai. [69]) is the compound name for the
corresponding IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force!) working group and their efforts regarding
the MPLS protocol. MPLS makes use of a technology called label switching which has been
implemented in one form or another by vendors such as Cisco, Ipsilon, Toshiba and IBM (see
Davie et ai. [17]). Label switching is implemented in routers to determine the next hop to a
packet's destination. MPLS is muitiprotocoi as it can be implemented on many network hardware
technologies such as ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode). The followingis a simplified description
of MPLS and serves only as background to the technology.

An MPLS backbone network consists of MPLS label switching routers (LSRs) which are connected
by physical links. An LSR is called an ingress or an egress router depending on whether it is
handling traffic that respectively enters or leaves the MPLS-capable part of the network. Traffic

1http://www.ietf.org
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1.1 Multiprotocol Label Switching 3

offered between an ingress and an egress LSR is carried on one or more label switched paths
(LSPs). The backbone is further connected to other network domains via edge label switching
routers (ELRs). This is illustrated in figure 1.1.

domain Al

MPLS cloud

LSP 1

LSP 2

domain C4

Figure 1.1: An MPLS backbone network connected to ELRs in outside domains.

In figure 1.1 the cloud represents the MPLS backbone network. Nodes 1 to 4 are LSRs which
are connected as shown in the figure. The backbone is connected to domains AI, B4 and C4 via
ELRs A, Band C respectively. Two LSPs, LSP 1 and LSP 2, carry traffic from LSR 1 to LSR 4.
LSP 1 consists of links 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4 and LSP 2 consists of links 1-2 and 2-4.

MPLS categorises every packet into a forward equivalenceclass (FEC). A FEC is a group of packets
with common attributes such as being transmitted between the same origin and destination (OD)
pair and with the same forwarding treatment. In figure 1.1, TCP packets from FTP applications
that travel from domains Al to C4 may be in the same FEC (denote FEC AI-C4), and the
same for TCP packets from FTP applications traveling between domains Al and B4 (denote FEC
AI-B4). FECs can be grouped into a single traffic trunk (flow)which is transmitted on an LSP
through the backbone network. For example, FECs AI-C4 and AI-B4 can be grouped into a
single traffic trunk and be transmitted on either LSP 1 or LSP 2. Alternatively, FECs AI-C4
and AI-B4 can be assigned to separate traffic trunks that are transmitted on LSP 1 and LSP 2
respectively or on LSP 2 and LSP 1 respectively.

LSPs are assigned virtual capacity and MPLS can perform LSP overload protection by means
of connection admission control and packet policing at the ELRs. MPLS has mechanisms for
managing LSPs, for example adding or removingLSPs and assigningcapacity to LSPs as required.
MPLS can also provide service separation for FECs with different service requirements such as
low delay for real-time applications and low packet loss for data transfer applications.

The MPLS protocol thus provides the possibility to perform traffic engineeringwhich is concerned
with the performance optimization of the network. In order to design a set of LSPs such that
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the overall network performance is optimal, one needs to model the traffics in the network. The
service separation feature of MPLS makes it possible to model each LSP separately with queuing
taking place at the edge of the network at the ELRs. This thesis is concerned with finding suitable
models to represent TCP traffic carried on an LSP. The network setup in section 6.1 represents
an MPLS network setup consisting of two ELRs connected by two LSPs.

Although we applied the TCP models in this thesis to MPLS networks, they are also applicable
to other network technologies, such as ATM networks, where a path between an OD pair in the
network can be modelled as a single (logical) link. The insights offeredby the comparisons between
the ns simulation results and the predictions from the TCP models therefore extends further than
MPLS networks.

1.2 Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used throughout this thesis.
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1.2 Abbreviations 5

ACK
AIMD
BSD
CA
DR
ELR
FACK
FT

FR
FTP
IP
LSP
M

M

MMPP
MPLS
MSS
PH
PT
QBD
RTT

s

SACK
SM
SMTP
SS
TCP
TD
TO
TPT
TR

acknowledgment
additive increase and multiplicative decrease
Berkeley Software Distribution
congestion avoidance
TD loss retransmission
MPLS edge label switching router
forward acknowledgment
fast retransmit
fast recovery
File Transfer Protocol
Internet Protocol
label switched path
Markov
Mega (1 million)
Markov modulated Poisson process
multi-protocol label switching
maximum segment size
phase type
power-tail
quasi birth-and-death
round trip time
seconds
selective acknowledgment
semi-Markov
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
slow start
Transmission Control Protocol
triple duplicate acknowledgment
timeout
truncated power-tail
timeout retransmission

Sect. 2.2
Sect. 2.6.2
Sect. 2.8
Sect. 2.6.1
Sect. 6.3
Sect. 1.1
Sect. 2.8.5
Sect. 2.6.2
Sect. 2.6.2
Sects. 2.1 & 2.6
Sect. 2.1
Sect. 2.1

(when used with a unit of measurement)
Sect. 3.5
Sect. 1.1
Sect. 2.2
Sect. 3.3
Sect. 3.4
Sect. 3.10
Sect. 2.4
(when used as a unit of measurement)
Sect. 2.8.4
Sect. 3.5
Sects. 2.1 & 2.6
Sect. 2.6.1
Chap. 2
Sect. 2.6.2
Sect. 2.6.2
Sect. 3.4
Sect. 6.3
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Chapter 2

An Overview of TCP

This chapter presents an overview of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). After a brief

introduction to TCP lIP we examine the mechanisms of TCP which are relevant to the TCP

models presented in this thesis. Only a brief overview of these mechanisms is given, and it should

be noted that the TCP protocol is significantly more complex than is portrayed in this chapter.

This chapter therefore serves only as background to the TCP models. The discussion follows the

specification given in Stevens [75, 76, 77]. It is followed by short descriptions of various TCP

versions and how these versions implement and extend the TCP mechanisms.

2.1 What is TCP, IP and TCP lIP?

The TCP lIP protocol suite allows computers from different vendors with different architectures

and running different operating systems to communicate with each other. The protocol suite was

initially developed in the late 1960's as a USA government funded research project into packet

switching networks, and forms the basis for modern communications on the Internet.

TCP lIP consists of different protocols which are grouped in four layers as illustrated in Figure

2.1.

Application

Transport

Network

Link

Telnet, Rlogin, FTP, SMTP (e-mail), etc.

TCP and UDP

IP

device driver for network card

Figure 2.1: The four layers of the TCP lIP protocol suite.

7
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The Internet Protocol (IP) is implemented at the network layer and enables TCP segmentsl

contained in IP packets to be sent across the Internet. TCP is implemented at the transport layer
and provides a connection oriented, reliable end-to-end byte stream service. The term connection
oriented means that for two applications to exchange data by means of the TCP protocol, a TCP
connection must first be set up between the two applications. TCP provides reliability by means
of features such as the controlling of the flowof data into the network and by keeping checksums
and timers. TCP is used by many popular applications such as Telnet, Rlogin, FTP and electronic
mail (SMTP) to transmit data.

2.2 Connection Establishment

A TCP connection is established between a sender and a receiver by means of a three way hand-
shake. The sender sends a synchronize (SYN) packet to the receiver which in turn responds
with a SYN packet that acknowledges the first SYN packet from the sender. The sender then
acknowledges the receiver's SYN packet with an acknowledgment (ACK) packet.

During connection establishment, each end of the connection advertises a maximum segment size
(MSS) which is the maximum number of bytes allowed in the data payload of the TCP packet.
The MSS defaults to x if either the two ends of the connection are not on the same local Ethernet,
or if one end does not receive an MSS indication. For many BSD implementations, the MSSmust
be a multiple of 512 bytes, and the default MSS advertised is 1024bytes and x = 512 bytes. For
other systems such SunOS 4.1.3, Solaris 2.2 and AIX 3.2.2, the default MSS advertised is 1460
bytes and x = 536 bytes.

A limit is placed on the MSS by the value of the maximum transmission unit (MTU) that is
determined by the link layer protocol. A transmission unit (TU) excludes the header of the link
layer protocol data unit and therefore consists of the IP header (20 bytes), the TCP header (20
bytes) and the TCP data. Table 2.1 lists MTU values for various link layer protocols.

Link Layer Protocol MTU (bytes)
Hyperchannel 65535
16 Mbits/sec token ring (IBM) 17914
4 Mbits/sec token ring (IEEE 802.5) 4464
FDDI 4352
Ethernet 1500
IEEE 802.2/802.3 1492
X.25 576
Point-to-point (e.g. SLIP and PPP) 296

Table 2.1: Values of the maximum transmission unit (MTU) for various link layer protocols.

For example, for Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 encapsulation, the MSS value can be at most 1460

1The terms TCP segment and TCP packet are used interchangably
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bytes and 1452bytes respectively.

2.3 The Sliding Window Protocol

TCP imposes data flow control between the sender and the receiver and between the receiver's
buffer and the receiver's receiving application by means of a sliding window protocol which is
illustrated in figure 2.2. The gray area represents the sliding windowwhose size is initially equal

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ... I
----

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ... I

Figure 2.2: The sliding window protocol, Wrx = 4.

to the advertised window size Wrx as determined by the receiver (4 packets in this case). Wrx is
the maximum number of packets that the sender can transmit without having to wait for ACKs.
For every ACK received, the windowslides one packet forward and the next packet is transmitted.
In figure 2.2, packets number 3 to 6 (4 in total) are sent after which the sender waits for ACKs.
After a while, an ACK is received with sequence number 5, indicating that all data packets up to
packet 4 have been received successfullyand that the next packet to be received is packet 5. The
sliding window moves two ahead and packets number 7 and 8 are sent. If for some reason, packet
6 arrives at the receiver before packet 5, the receiver will immediately respond with a duplicate
ACK with sequence number 5. This indicates that a packet has arrived (packet 6 in this case),
but that packet 5 is still outstanding.

Often, an ACK will be delayed in case data arrives that can be sent along with it. If data arrives, a
data packet is generated and the ACK is sent along with it (sometimes referred to as piggybacked).
Most TCP implementations will delay an ACK by up to 200 ms.

Wrx is determined at connection setup time, and is updated by the receiver with every ACK
returned. The receiver uses Wrx to impose flow control between its buffer and its receiving ap-
plication. It will, for example, reduce Wrx if the receiving application has not processed all the
packets in its buffer. The sender uses Wrx to limit the rate at which packets are admitted into the
network.

2.4 Average Round Trip Time Estimation

In order for TCP to implement certain of its congestion avoidance algorithms, it is necessary for
it to estimate the average round trip time where the round trip time (RTT) is defined as the time
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from the start of a data packet's transmission until the time at which the corresponding ACK is
received. An average for the RTT is obtained by updating a running average of the RTT with
measurements obtained from the ACKs received.

The original algorithm (see Postal [67]) for RTT estimation updated the average RTT R and a
value called the initial retransmission timeout value To for every RTT measurement M as

R <- aR+ (1- a)M and To = (3R

where a usually defaulted to 0.9 and (3 was recommended to have a value of 2. This algorithm
proved to be inaccurate when large fluctuations in the RTT measurements occur and was re-
placed by Jacobson's algorithm [32]. Jacobson's algorithm updates R and To with every RTT
measurement M as

Err=M -A

A <- A + 9 x Err

D <- D + h(IErrl - D)

To = A+xD (1)

where 9 = 1/8 and h = 1/4. A and D are the running average (initialised to 0) and the mean
deviation (initialised to 3) respectively of the RTT. The initial algorithm had x = 2 but was later
changed (see Jacobson [33]) so that x = 4 except when To is initialised in which case x = 2,
resulting in To = 0+ 2 x 3 = 6 seconds.

Another value called the retransmission timeout value TRTo depends on the value of To as

TRTO = 2{3To

where 2{3 is a multiplying factor which will be explained in a later section.

Karn's algorithm (see Karn and Partridge [35]) is additional to Jacobson's algorithm, and spec-
ifies that R, To and TRTo must not be updated from measurements of ACKs that acknowledge
retransmitted packets.

2.5 Round Trip Time Measurements

TCP has a crude way of measuring the RTT. Not all packets that are sent and acknowledged
are used for RTT measurements. A TCP connection has a timer that measures the RTT for one
packet at a time and is initialised when that packet (the tagged packet) is transmitted. Every 500
msec a counter is incremented by one tick. When the ACK for the tagged packet arrives after say
550 msec, the RTT could be measured as either 1 tick (500 msec) or 2 ticks (1000 msec).

When the sequence number of the tagged packet is included in the ACK for another packet (due
to the delayed ACK mechanism) the timer is turned off and the RTT measurement is declared
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void. Additionally, if the tagged packet had to be retransmitted the measurement is also declared
void (a consequence of Karn's algorithm).

2.6 Bulk Data Transfers

TCP traffic consists mainly of two types, bulk data transfers (generated by e.g. FTP and SMTP)
where the data payloads of the TCP packets tend to be full sized, and interactive data transfers
(generated by e.g. Telnet and Rlogin) where the data payloads of the TCP packets are typically
less than ten bytes. TCP handles both types of traffic, but it does so with different algorithms.
This section discusses the algorithms that TCP uses for handling large data transfers.

2.6.1 SlowStart and Congestion Avoidance

Just as it is the responsibility of the receiver to manage flow control between its buffer and its
receiving application, so is it the responsibility of the sender to adapt its flow of data into the
network according to the resources available in the network. Instead of performing transmission
by injecting Wrx packets as quickly as possible into the network which could cause congestion in
the network, TCP uses two intelligent flowcontrol algorithms called slowstart (SS) and congestion
avoidance (CA).

TCP makes use of two extra state variables to implement SS and CA: the congestion window size
cwnd and the slow start threshold ssthresh. At the start of the connection cwnd is initialised to
1 packet and ssthresh to 65535bytes. From this point onwards ssthresh is given in packets. The
sender can always transmit up to the minimum of cwnd and wrx•

TCP starts its transmission in SS where cwnd is increased by one packet for each ACK received,
even when cwnd exceeds wrx. This way of increasing the window results in an almost exponential
window growth. (Its not exactly exponential as the receiver may delay its ACKs.) This implies
that cwnd is incremented by one regardless of the number of packets acknowledged by an ACK.
TCP will remain in SS until either a packet loss occurs or cwnd becomes larger than ssthresh. In
the latter case, TCP exits SS and continues transmission with the CA algorithm.

The CA algorithm increments cwnd by l/cwnd with every ACK received. This implies that
cwnd increases by at most one packet per round trip time, leading to an additive increase of the
congestion window as opposed to the exponential increase during SS. As in SS, cwnd is increased
even when exceeding wrx.

The values of cwnd and ssthresh dictate which algorithm is being performed. Whenever cwnd :s
ssthresh, SS is performed, and CA otherwise.
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2.6.2 Packet LossDetection and Retransmission

As TCP is responsible for the reliable transport of data, it must detect and respond to packet
loss. For every packet that is transmitted, a timer is set to TRTO = 2f3Tolf3=o, If a packet is not
acknowledged by the time its timer expires, a timeout (TO) occurs and the packet is assumed to
be lost. A packet is also assumed to be lost when three duplicate ACKs are received, resulting in
a triple duplicate ACK (TD) loss.

When a loss is detected, ssthresh is set to

ssthresh = max(2, min(wrx, cwnd)/2).

Further response by TCP depends on the type of loss.

Loss Due to TO

If the loss is a TO, TRTO is set to 2f3Tolf3=1 seconds. The lost packet is retransmitted and the
sender waits for the corresponding ACK to arrive. Each time that the timer expires, TRTO is
doubled up to a maximum of 64 seconds. This doubling is called exponential backoff. When the
lost packet is finally acknowledged after one or more retransmissions, cwnd is reset to one and
TCP proceeds in SS. If no packet can get through the network, TCP will eventually close the
connection after 9 minutes (2 minutes for Solaris 2.x).

Karn's algorithm has the followingimplication. Say packet 1 is lost due to timeout, and after one
or more retransmissions, it is successfully acknowledgedwith TRTO set to TRTO = 2f3To. Then
packet 2 will be transmitted with its timer set to TRTO' Only after a packet which was not
retransmitted is acknowledged, are R, To and TRTO updated with Jacobson's algorithm.

Loss Due to TD

If a TD loss has occurred, TCP retransmits the missing packet without waiting for its timer to
expire. This is the fast retransmit (FT) algorithm.

After retransmission, the fast recovery (FR) algorithm is performed: cwnd is set to ssthresh + 3
packets and incremented by one packet each time a duplicate ACK is received. The sender
continues to transmit new packets but only up to the minimum of cwnd and wrx' When finally
an ACK is received that acknowledgesnew data, cwnd is set to ssthresh and TCP proceeds in
the CA mode.

This process of increasing the congestion window linearly in CA mode and halving it after TD
losses is called additive increase and multiplicative decrease (AIMD).
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This section briefly discusses TCP behaviour for interactive data transfers for applications such
as Rlogin, where TCP packets are exchanged for every keystroke as illustrated in figure 2.3.

keystroke

display

Client

-

-

data byte

ACK for data byte

echo of data byte

ACK for echoed byte

Server

-----.. server

-echo

Figure 2.3: TCP packet transfers for single keystrokes in Rlogin.

When a keystroke occurs, one TCP packet with one byte in the data payload is sent from the
client to the server. The server responds with an ACK for the byte of data after which it sends
another packet to echo the data byte. Finally, the client acknowledges the echoed byte of data.
Some applications, like Telnet, may send lines of input at a time.

A simple algorithm called the Nagle algorithm [54]is used to further reduce congestion. Instead
of generating a TCP packet for every key stroke, data bytes are accumulated until an ACK is
received for previously sent data, after which the new data are sent in one packet. In some cases,
Nagle's algorithm is disabled when real-time data such as mouse movements need to be sent with
as little delay as possible.

Packet loss is detected in the same way as for bulk transfers with either timeouts or duplicate
ACKs. Lost packets are retransmitted and transmission proceeds as before.

2.8 TCP Variants

Despite the fact that TCP lIP is a well defined protocol suite, it comes in many variants as almost
every operating system has its own implementation with updates and changes to every new system
release. Most of these implementations were derived from the TCP lIP source code developed at
the Computer Systems Research Group at the University of California at Berkeley and which was
distributed with the 4.x BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) systems and the BSD Networking
Releases. Figure 2.4, taken from [75,Chapter 1]' shows the various BSD releases in chronological
order and indicates the relevant newly added TCP features.

In the rest of this thesis, wewill use Tahoe and Reno to refer to the specific TCP implementations
instead of the BSD releases. Table 2.2 shows the lineage of some TCP implementations.
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4.2BSD (1983)
first widely available
release of TCP lIP

~
4.3BSD (1986)

TCP performance improvements

~
4.3BSD Tahoe (1988)

slow start,
congestion avoidance,
fast retransmit

~
4.3BSD Reno (1990)

fast recovery

~
4.4BSD (1993)
multicasting

------------
BSD Networking Software
Release 1.0 (1989): Net/1

------------
BSD Networking Software
Release 2.0 (1991): Net/2

------------
4.4BSD-Lite (1994)

Net/3

Figure 2.4: Various BSD releases with newly added TCP lIP features.

Except for operating systems with independent TCP lIP implementations (of which the source
code is not publicly available), most TCP implementations are derived from either Tahoe or Reno
but mostly from Reno (see Paxson [64,65]).

2.8.1 TCP Tahoe

Tahoe implements SS, CA and FT, but not FR. Furthermore, SS is only performed if one end of
the connection is on a different network. When a TD loss occurs, the lost packet is retransmitted
and transmission proceeds in the SS mode.

2.8.2 TCP Reno

Reno implements most of the features discussed in section 2.6. It implements SS, CA and FT as
well as FR. Unlike Tahoe, SS is always performed. Reno's increase ~W of the congestion window
during CA differs from that discussed earlier as it adds a fraction of the MSS in the increase

1 1
~W = cwnd + 8MSS'
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Implementation Tahoe Reno Independent
AIX V
BSD/386 V
BSDI V
DEC OSF/l V
IRIX V V
Linux V
Microsoft Windows V
NetBSD V
Solaris V
SunOS V
Trumpet/Winsock V
Unix V/386 V
Table 2.2: Lineage of some TCP implementations.

TCP Reno suffers from many deficiencies. The followingare a few examples.

15

1. It fails to achieve fairness among multiple TCP connections that compete for bandwidth (see
Mo et at. [53]). Connections with longer propagation delays typically receive less bandwidth.

2. Reno has an aggressive way of utilising the available bandwidth with its AIMD algorithm.
This leads to oscillation in the window size and round trip time and also to high buffer
occupancies (see Mo et al. [53]).

3. The RTT estimation scheme is too crude. Tests (see Brakmo et at. [9]) revealed that the
retransmission timeout value TRTO was on average 1100msec long whereas the correct value
would have been 300 msec if a more accurate clock had been used.

4. Reno suffers from severe throughput deficiencies (see Floyd and Fall [22] and Floyd [20])
when more than one packet is lost in one window of data. When this occurs, Reno loses its
self-clocking as it cannot estimate the amount of data outstanding in the network.

When multiple packets are lost in a window, and the first loss is indicated by a TD loss,
TCP will execute the FT algorithm followedby FR as described in section 2.6.2. Therefore
the first of the lost packets (the tagged packet) is retransmitted and if successful an ACK for
the tagged packet will arrive which acknowledgessome but not all of the packets transmitted
prior to FT. This acknowledgment is called a partial ACK. In Reno, such a partial ACK
will take TCP out of FR and consequently timeouts might occur for the other lost packets,
especially if more than three packets were dropped.

After the retransmissions caused by the timeouts, Reno proceeds with SS during which the
throughput is also much lower than if TCP had continued with CA.

To address these deficiencies, Reno was extended in protocols such as TCP Lite, TCP SACK,
TCP FACK, TCP New-Reno and TCP Vegas .
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2.8.3 TCP Lite

Lite (see figure 2.4 and Stevens [76]) is a widely-used successor to Reno and is also known as
Net/3. It provides, amongst others, support for transmission over links with high bandwidths and
large propagation delays. The congestion control algorithms are essentially the same as for Reno.

2.8.4 TCP SACK

TCP SACK is basically the Reno protocol with two additional features called selective acknowl-
edgment (SACK) and selective retransmission which are collectively referred to as the SACK
mechanisms. The SACK mechanisms were introduced to deal specifically with point 4 in section
2.8.2 They were originally described by Jacobson and Braden [34Jand was further modified by
Mathis et al. [47].

With SACK, the receiver can inform the sender about all the data packets that have been suc-
cessfully received. Therefore, if multiple packets are lost in a window, TCP selectively retransmits
only the packets that have been lost and proceeds thereafter in congestion avoidance mode.

Simulation studies (see Fall and Floyd [22])) have shown that TCP SACK yields significantly
better throughput than Tahoe and Reno.

2.8.5 TCP FACK

TCP FACK (see Mathis et al. [46])extends TCP SACK with an algorithm called Forward Ac-
knowledgment (FACK) which works in conjunction with SACK. SACK determines which data
packets have to be retransmitted and FACK controls the injection (sending rate) of that data into
the network by keeping an accurate estimate of the amount of data outstanding in the network
by using the additional information provided by SACK.

2.8.6 TCP New-Reno

New-Reno (see Floyd [21])is the Reno protocol with an important alteration to the FR algorithm
to deal with point 4 in section 2.8.2 when the SACK option is not available.

The changes to the FR algorithm are as follows.When a partial ACK is received, the FR algorithm
is not exited. The first unacknowledged packet is assumed to be lost and is retransmitted. Any
subsequent duplicate ACKs will result in a FT, and New-Reno will exit FR only when an ACK
arrives which acknowledges all data sent prior to the first retransmission in FT.
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TCP Vegas (see Brakmo et al. [9, 10]' Low et al. [41]and Mo et al. [53])is a new implementation
of TCP that in many ways is more sophisticated than TCP Reno, and tries to improve on the
shortcomings of Reno. It is still in the development phase, and was designed to use available
network resources more efficiently and fairly than TCP Reno. These goals are achieved by the
followingenhancements.

RTT Estimation

Instead of using the coarse-grained timer mechanism as described in section 2.5, Vegas records the
system clock for each data packet upon transmission. When the corresponding ACK arrives, a
more accurate RTT sample is calculated from the recorded time and the time on the system clock
upon ACK arrival. This leads to more accurate RTT estimation, and enables Vegas to detect
losses sooner than Reno.

Packet Loss

As Vegas detects losses more quickly than Reno, it only decreases the congestion window if the
lost data packet was originally sent after the last window decrease. Any lost data packets that
were transmitted before the windowdecrease do not indicate that the network is congested for the
current congestion window size, and therefore do not imply that the window should be decreased
again.

Congestion Avoidance

Vegas uses a different method for adjusting the congestion window during CA mode. It monitors
two quantities, the expected packet sending rate Rexp and the actual packet sending rate Ract.

Rexp approximates the rate at which data packets can be sent when the network is not congested
and is equal to

Rexp = cwnd/ RTTbase

where cwnd is the current congestion window size and RTTbase is the minimum RTT sample
measured thus far. Ract is the actual sending rate of data packets and is equal to

Ract = cwnd/ RTTavg

where RTTavg is the estimate of the average round trip time. The number of data packets B in
the router buffers is then approximated as

B = (Rexp - Ract)RTTbase.
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Vegas updates cwnd every RTT based on the value of B as follows

{

cwnd+1 ifB<a
cwnd = cwnd - 1 if B > {3

cwnd otherwise

where a and {3are respectively the minimum and maximum allowable number of data packets in
the router buffers (a and (3 are parameters to TCP Vegas). Vegas thus uses the differencebetween
the expected and actual data packet flowrates to estimate the available bandwidth in the network.

Slow Start

Vegas has minor modifications to SS. The congestion window is increased every other round so
that valid comparisons between the actual and the expected data packet sending rates can be
made when the congestion window is fixed. When the actual rate falls below the expected rate by
an amount I, Vegas exits SS and proceeds with CA. I is also a parameter of TCP Vegas.

Issues Surrounding TCP Vegas

Vegas has issues that need to be resolved before it will gain support. The following are a few
examples of which some have been addressed.

1. Vegas has problems when traffic is re-routed on other paths. For these paths the minimum
RTT may be different than for the old path, and therefore Vegas will have to adjust the
value of RTnase' A method for doing this is presented in Mo et al. [53].

2. In Low et al. [41]' a formal proof is given that multiple Vegas sources share bandwidth
fairly, even when some have longer propagation delays. It is also shown that TCP Vegas
connections do not interfere with TCP Reno connections. Vegas, however, does not receive
fair bandwidth allocation when running alongside Reno.

3. Traffics from Vegas sources are easier to model than Reno. The work in Low et al. [41]
focuses on the modelling of TCP Vegas traffic.

2.9 Modelling TCP

TCP is a complex protocol. Its behaviour is not memoryless, as its present behaviour depends on
the history of the connection. As a result, TCP is difficult to model, and to create a model for
every TCP implementation and for every network scenario such as the ones discussed in sections
5.1 and 6.1 is not realistic.

Most models focus on a specific network scenario and include the main features of TCP to obtain
an average representation of the TCP traffic on that network. In general, connection setup and
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termination are not modelled while features like SS, CA, TO losses and TD losses are included.
The aim of these models is to predict, among other performance metrics, the throughput per TCP
connection.

In chapters 4, 5 and 6 we examine TCP models for a single, a finite number of and an infinite
number of TCP sources respectively. (See appendix B for a list of TCP models that were not
considered for this thesis.) We first present some mathematical background to the models.
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Chapter 3

Mathematical Background

This chapter gives some background on some of the mathematical concepts that are used by the
TCP models discussed in subsequent chapters. It begins with matrix notation and probability the-
ory, followedby an introduction to phase type distributions, power-tail distributions and Markov
modulated Poisson processes. Finally, two interesting queuing systems are discussed.

3.1 General Matrix Notation and Functions

A matrix with m rows and n columns is referred to as an m x n matrix. Matrices are denoted by
bold uppercase letters e.g. A. The ij-th component of the matrix A is denoted as Aij. Vectors
are denoted by bold lowercaseletters e.g. a. The i-th component of the vector a is referred to as
ai. Matrices and vectors may be written in a partitioned form such as

A = (An A12) _ ( An
A21 A22 A21

A12
)A22

and a = ( a1 I a2 ) = ( a1 a2 )

where An, A12, A21 and A22 are matrices and al and a2 are vectors. If all the elements of A12
are equal to zero then

(
An A12) (An )A = A21 A22 - A21 A22 .

e and 0 denote vectors whose elements are all equal to 1and 0 respectively and with appropriate
dimensions depending on where they are used in matrix equations. The matrix I is the identity
matrix.

The natural number e to the power Ax where A is a square matrix and x is a scalar is defined as

Ax 00
e = exp(Ax) =L (A.~)i.

i=O to

21
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In the rest of this thesis e, er and er, denote loss probabilities and should not be confused with
the natural number e or the vector e. The derivative of exp(Ax) with respect to x is

dexp(Ax) = Aexp(Ax).
dx

The Kronecker product of two matrices Land M is defined as follows (see Neuts [56, Chapter
2]). Let Land M be rectangular matrices of dimensions mL x nL and mM x nM. The Kronecker
product L 121M is the matrix of dimension mLmM x nLnM, written in block-partitioned form as

(

Ll1M

~rnL1M

L12M

LrnL2M

L1nLM

LrnLnLM
)

The Kronecker sum L EBM (see Schwefel [71]) is

L EBM = L 121IrnMxrnM + IrnLxrnL 121M

where L is either a square matrix or a column vector. Further define

A'81n= A 121••• 121A (n times),

A EIln = A EB... EBA (n times)

where

A 01 = A and AEll1 = A.

Finally, define the following functions for any matrix A

rows(A)
col(A)

IAI

Number of rows of A
Number of columns of A
rows(A) x col(A)

3.2 General Probability Theory

Let P(A) denote the probability for an event A E S where S is the sample space and

o :SP(A) :S 1 and P(S) = 1.

Let X be a continuous random variable. Then X has a cumulative probability distribution function
(CDF) F(x) defined as

F(x) = P(X :S x).

F(x) is often referred to as the distribution function of X. The reliability function R(x) of X is
defined as

R(x) = P(X > x) = 1- F(x)
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and the probability density function (pdf) f(x) of X, if it exists, is defined as

f(x) = dF(x) = _ dR(x).
dx dx

The expectation E(Xi) of Xi, also referred to as the i-th moment of X, if it exists, is defined as

E(Xi) = I:xif(x)dx = I:xidF.

Alternatively, the i-th moment can also be computed with the help of the Laplace-Stieltjes trans-
form £(s) of X when f(x) = F(x) = 0 for x < 0:

E(Xi) = (_l)i di£(s) I
ds' 8=0

where

£(s) =100

exp(-sx)dF(x)

=100

exp(-sx)f(x)dx (if f(x) exists).

The variance of X, if it exists, is given by

Var(X) = (Y2 = E((X - E(X)?) = E(X2) - (E(X)?

3.3 Phase Type Distributions

Phase type (PH) distributions or matrix exponential distributions are defined in Latouche and
Ramaswami [25, Chapter 2]' Lipsky [55Jand Neuts [56,Chapter 2]. The description here follows
the presentation in Neuts.

Consider a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) on the states {I, 2, ... ,m+ I} with infinitesimal
generator

Q=(: ~)
where T is an m x m matrix that contains the non-absorbing states (states 1 to m) of the CTMC
and satisfies Tii < 0 for 1 :S i :S m and Tij 2: 0 for i f= j. The column vector t is such that
Te + t = 0 and the initial probability vector of Q is given by (a, arn+d with ae + arn+! = 1.

It is assumed that the first m states are transient so that absorption into state m + 1, from any
initial state, is guaranteed. The distribution function F(.) on [0,(0) of the time until absorption
in state m + 1, with initial probability vector (a, arn+!), is given by

F(x) = 1 - aexp(Tx)e, for x 2: O.

The distribution F(.) is a distribution of phase type and the pair < a, T > is the PH representation
of F(.). The probability density function f(x) is

f(x) = aexp(Tx)t
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which has a Laplace-Stieltjes transform
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L(s) = am+1 + a(sI - T)-lt, s 2: o.

The i-th moment E(xi) of < a, T > is given by

E(xi) = d~L(s)1 = (-I)ii!(aT-ie), i2:0.
8=0

3.4 The Power-Tail Distribution

This section followsthe presentation in Schwefel[71].A finite mixture of exponential distributions
has a reliability function R(x) '" exp(-x) that drops off exponentially for x > y. In contrast, the
reliability function of a power-tail (PT) distribution drops off by a power of x, which is slower
than that of the exponential:

c
R(x) -; - for large x.

xa

This is illustrated in figure 3.1 which plots the Pareto PT and the exponential distribution relia-
bility functions over two intervals.

0.05

0.8

0.6

Pareto --
Exponential .... Pareto --

Exponential

0.005

o
10 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Figure 3.1: The reliability functions of the Pareto and the exponential distributions with unit
means.

Q is the shape parameter. A PT distribution has the added characteristic that if Q :::; 2 it has an
infinite variance, and if Q :::; 1 it has an infinite mean.

It is known that Internet traffic, which includes TCP traffic, is bursty, and the Pareto PT distribu-
tion has become almost synonymous with the modelling of such traffic (see Crovella and Bestavros
[16]'Greiner et al. [27]'Leland et al. [39]and Paxson and Floyd [66]). For modelling these traffics
a typical value for Q is chosen at around 1.4 (see [16, 39]).

The Pareto distribution with mean U has a distribution function

1
F(x)=l- (.X~+I)a.

(a-l)U

(2)
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PT distributions do not have exact PH representations, but can be approximated by truncated
power-tail (TPT) distributions which asymptotically have PT characteristics. We consider a
hyper-exponential TPT distribution Fm(x) with m phases

m

Fm(x) =L ai(1 - exp(-rix))
i=l

where the entrance probabilities ai and the state leaving rates ri are

8i-1 (1 - 8)
ai = 1- 8m ' ri=~

,i-1

and where 0 < 8 < 1 is usually set to 0.5 and, > 1. Fm(x) has a PH representation < p,T >
where p = {aI, ... ,am} and

_ (-r1 . )T- .. .

-rm

The reliability function Hm(x) of the TPT is

1-8 ~ .
Hm(x) = ----r;;;; L.." 8'-lexp( -rix).

1- i=l

When m -. 00 the distribution has a PT with a = -log(8)/ 10gb). Given a value for a, we need
to set, to, = 8-1/<>. In order for the TPT distribution to have an expected value of U, we set
tL to

1- 8 1- (8,)m 1
tL = 1- 8m 1- 8, fl.

3.5 Markov Modulated Poisson Process

This section follows the presentation in Lipsky and Fiorini [40, Section 3.5] and Schwefel [72,
Appendix D.2]. A Markovmodulated Poisson process (MMPP) forms part of a class of stochastic
processes called semi-Markov (SM) processes. A MMPP is used to describe an arrival process
where the Poisson arrival rate is modulated (changed) according to a Markov chain.

Let P be the transition matrix for a Markov chain with m states, and let 1/tLi be the mean time
that the chain spends in state i. Suppose that when the Markov chain is in state i, packets are
emitted with Poisson rate Ai. Let M and L be the diagonal matrices

M~ (",

tLm

) =d L~ C' ...,J
The infinitesimal generator Q for the modulating process is defined as Q = M(I - P). The sta-
tionary distribution 7r of the process has the property

7rQ = 0
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where 'Tri is the probability that the modulating process is in state i at an arbitrary point in time.
The average arrival rate Aavg is

m

Aavg = L'TriAi.
i=l

(3)

The use of the matrices Q and L and the vector 7r will become apparent in the next sections.
Next we look at examples of MMPPs.

3.6 MMPP I-Burst: A Single ON/OFF Source

I-Burst (see Schwefel [71, 72]) is a MMPP which models an ON/OFF traffic source which trans-
mits packets at a rate of Atot = Alow + AON (packets/s) during ON periods and at a rate of
Alow (packets/s) during OFF periods. Alow accounts for low background traffic and AON for the
burstiness of the traffic being modelled.

The packet streams during the ON and OFF periods are assumed to be Poisson. OFF periods are
exponentially distributed with mean Z and ON periods have a PH distribution with representation
< P, T > and mean U.

The infinitesimal generator matrix Q1 and the matrix L1 which contains the Poisson rates for the
MMPP are

Q1 = (_l/Z (l/Z)P)
-aTe aT

and
(

. aAlow

L1=
a(>.,ow + >'oN)1 )

where a is a throttling factor that will be used in section 5.3 and is set to one by default. The
average packet arrival rate A~~gis

U/a
A(1) = Alow + AON Z + U/aavg (4)

For the special case where ON periods have a TPT distribution of order m (see section 3.4), the
modulating process within the I-Burst is illustrated in figure 3.2.

The process leaves the OFF state at rate l/Z and goes to state i with probability ai. When in
state i, the process returns to the OFF state at rate rio The vector 7r (see section 3.5) which
satisfies 7rQ1 = 0 when ON periods have a TPT distribution is

{ P1 Pm} a1 am }7r= -l,~, ... , ZT ={I,Z-""'Z-'a 1,1 a m,m a r1 a rm
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al

a2

am

I;~
2'- T2----"'".
:~.
m:.

liZ

Figure 3.2: The modulating process within the I-Burst process for ON periods with a TPT
distribution.

3.7 MMPP N-Burst: N Aggregated I-Burst Sources

Recall the parameters, vectors and matrices from sections 3.5 and 3.6. The N-Burst process
(see Schwefel [71, Section 3.3] and Schwefel[72, Appendix E.1.2]) is an aggregation of N I-Burst
processes and can be represented by a MMPP with generator matrix QN = QfN and diagonal
matrix LN = LfN. The average packet arrival rate Aavg is

Aavg = N A (1)
avgo

Let s = A]ow IAON so that

(
Ulo.)

A(1) =AON s+ Z+Ulo. .avg

In order for the N-Burst process to have an average packet arrival rate of Aavg, we set

Aavg •

AON = N (s + z~u)

3.8 MMPP Modified N-Burst

(5)

(6)

The modified N-Burst Process (see Schwefel[72,Appendix E.1.2] and Schwefel [73,Appendix C])
is a more general form of the N-Burst process of section 3.7 and is used by the TCP-NBurst
model in section 5.3.

For reasons that will become apparent in section 5.3, in the modified N-Burst process the throttling
factor a depends on the number of active sources (the number of sources in the ON state). Let
o.i denote the value of the throttling factor when i sources are active.

The modified N-Burst process is a MMPP where the infinitesimal generator matrix QN has a
quasi-birth-and-death (QBD) structure with the matrix rows defined by the number of active
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sources

where

QN=

M.Sc. Thesis: Marcel Villet

Zo Xo
Yl Zl Xl

YN-l ZN-l XN-l

YN ZN

Zo
Xo
Xi
Yi

Zi

= -l/Z,
= (l/Z)p,
= Niiri'li @p

= Cl!i(Te)EIli
= -Cl!iTEIli_ N-iI@i

Z

i = 1, ,N - 1,

i = 1, ,N,

i = 1, ,N.

QBD processes are discussed later in this chapter. The corresponding diagonal matrix LN con-
taining the Poisson arrival rates is

LN=

Alow

Cl!lAtotI
Cl!2(2Atot)I@2

Cl!N(NAtot)I@N

The matrix I has the same dimensions as the matrix T. Let Ai and Si denote respectively the
aggregate Poisson arrival rate and number of active sources when the process is in state i, with 7l"i
the steady state probability of being in that state. The average packet arrival rate A~~gper source
is

A(1) = ""' 7l"iAdsi.avg L...
all states i

3.9 MMPP N-Exp: N Aggregated ON/OFF Sources

The N-Exp process is a simplified version of the modified N-Burst process and is used by the
TCP-AK1ext and TCP-AK2ext models in section 6.4. It is a MMPP which models NON/OFF
sources where both the OFF and ON periods are exponentially distributed. Let Z and U be
the means of the OFF and ON periods respectively. Each source transmits packets at a rate of
Atot= Alow+ AON (packets/s) during ON periods and at a rate of Alow(packets/s) during OFF
periods. Let c = Alow/ AON.

N-Exp has an infinitesimal generator matrix QN which has a QBD structure similar to that of
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the modified N-Burst process where the matrix rows are defined by the number of active sources

QN=

N N-z Z
1 -(t+Ni1) N-l
V ----z

2 -Cb + Ni2) N-2
V ----z

N-l -(Ni;t+~) 1
[J Z

N N
TJ -TJ

(7)

The corresponding rate matrix LN is

LN=

Alow

CXIAtot

cx2(2Atot)

CXN(NAtot)

The average arrival rate A~~g per source is

N

A~~k = Alow +L 1ri+lCXiAON
i=1

where 7T" is the vector that satisfies 7T"Q = O. The total average arrival rate Aavg is
Aavg = NA(1)

avgo

(8)

3.10 Quasi-Birth-and-Death Processes

We often wish to have a representation of a queue which has a more complex behaviour than
for example the simple MIMI *I * 1* type queues. These queues may have more interesting
arrival processes such as a MMPP and more realistic packet service time distributions with PH
representations. We can model such a queue with a quasi-birth-and-death (QBD) process.

A QBD process (see Neuts [56, Chapter 3]) is a Markov process defined on the state space
E = {(i,j) Ii?: 0, 1::; j ::;m} with infinitesimal generator matrix Q given by

Bo Ao
B1 Al Ao

Q= I A2 Al Ao
A2 Al Ao

where (Bo+Ao)e = (B1 +A1 +Ao)e = (Ao+A1 +A2)e = O. Typically, the matrix Ao represents
the arrival process and the matrix A2 the service process. Two examples of QBD processes are
the 8M/M/li K queue and a variant of the 8M/M/I queue which are discussed in the following
two sections.
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3.11 The SM/M/Il K Queue
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This section followsthe presentation in 8chwefel[72,Appendix D.6] and discusses the 8M/M/l/ K
queue where the arrival process is a MMPP, for example the I-Burst arrival process, and where
the service times are exponentially distributed with parameter j1. The 8M/M/l/ K queue is used
by the TCP-AKlext and TCP-AK2ext models in section 6.4.

Recall from section 3.5 the MMPP matrices Q and L and the vector 7t'. The 8M/M/l/K queue
can be analysed as a QBD process where the infinitesimal generator matrix Q has dimension
(K + 1) x rows(Q) and is given by

Ai Ao
A2 Ai Ao

A2 Ai Ao
Q=

A2 Ai Ao
A2 Ai

where
Ai = -(L - Q), Ai = -(pJ - Q),
Ao = L, Ai = -(L + j1I- Q), A2 = j1I.

The matrix rows of Q are defined by the number of packets in the system. The stationary
distribution {Xi} of the number i of packets in the system is

Xi= aRi+bSK-i i=O, ... ,K

where the matrices Rand S are the minimal nonnegative solutions to the following quadratic
matrix equations

Ao + RAl + R2A2 = 0, S2Ao + SAl + A2 = O.

Numerical methods to compute Rand S are described in Krieger et al. [36]and 8chwefel [72,
Appendix F.ll. The coefficientrow vectors a and b are the solutions to the followingsystem of
linear equations derived from the boundary equations xQ = 0

( I (
Al+A2+RA2 RK(Ao-RA2))

a b) K = 0
S (A2 - SAo) SAo + Ai + Ao

and from the normalisation of Xi.

The components of the vector Xi = {(i, 1), (i, 2), ... , (i, m)} are the probabilities that there are
i packets in the system and that the arrival process is in the corresponding state (either one of
states 1 to m where m = rows(Q)). The probabilities {ad at arrival times are obtainable by
scaling Xi by L as states of the arrival process with higher arrival rates contribute more arrival
observation points

(aR
i
+ bSK-i)Le i = 0, ... ,K.

ai = ... , (9)
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The denominator in equation (9) normalises {ai}' The average queue length q is

K

q = Lixie
i=l

= a(I - R)-I[(I - R)-I(I - RK+2) - (K + I)RK+l - IJe

- b(I-S)-I[b(I-S)-I(I - SK+l) - (K + I)IJe

and the packet loss probability e is

e = aK.

31

(10)

(11)

3.12 An 8M/M/1 Queue With An Alternating MMPP

This section describes a QBD process where the arrival process alternates between two different
MMPPs according to the number of packets in the system. It is the same process as described by
Schwefel [73, Appendix DJ and is used by the TCP-NBurst model in section 5.3.

Let MMPP number one and MMPP number two be described by the infinitesimal generator
matrices Q and Q and diagonal matrices L and I: respectively. When the number of packets in
the system is less than B, arrivals will be according to MMPP number one; and when the number
of packets in the system is B or more, the arrival process will be according to MMPP number two.
Packet service times are exponentially distributed with mean 1/M. The infinitesimal generator
matrix Q of the QBD process is given by

Al Ao
A2 Al Ao

Q= I
A2 Al Ao

C2 CI Co

where
Al = -(L - Q), Ao = L, Al = -(L +MI- Q), Ao = MI

Co = 1:, CI = -(I: +MI- Q), CO= MI.

The steady state distribution of the number k of packets in the queue is

_ { aRk + bSB-I-k k = 0, ... ,B-1
Xk - k-B _

xBT k - B, B + 1, ...

The matrix factors R, Sand T are the minimal nonnegative solutions of the quadratic matrix
equations

Ao + RAI +R2A2 = 0, A2 + SAl + S2Ao = 0, Co + TCI + T2C2 = 0 . (12)
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Numerical methods to compute Rand S are described in Krieger et al. [36] and Schwefel [72,
Appendix F.l]. The vectors a and b follow from normalisation xe = 1 as the solution to the
system of linear equations

where

(alb) (...!:.c:
Lb

Ra
Rb

~) = (0,0,1)
d2

(13)

Finally

La = Al +RA2
Lb = SB-2(SAI + A2)
Ra = RB-2(RAo - (Ao + RAl)C21(CI + TC2))

Rb = Ao - (SAo + Al)C21(CI + TC2)

dl = ~Rke-RB-2(Ao+RAdC21 (~Tie)

B-1 ( 00 )

d2 = ~ Ske - (SAo + AdC21 t;Tie .

XB = -aRB-2(Ao + RAl) + b(SAo + AdC21.

As in the previous section, to obtain the steady state distribution {ad at arrival times, the
probability vector Xk has to be rescaled by the appropriate L or L matrix and then normalised

ak = { C-l(aRk + b!B-l-k)Le k = 0, ... ,B-1
C-IXBTk-BLe k = B, B + 1, ...

C is a normalising constant given by

1- RB 1- SB I
C = a 1- R +b 1- S + XB 1- T'

Other system properties such as the average queue length, the average waiting time etc. can be
calculated from the steady state distributions {xd and {ad.

If the two MMPPs are modified N-Burst or N-Exp processes with average packet arrival rates
>'~~gand >.~~~per source respectively, then the average packet arrival rate>. per source is

(
B-1) (B-1)

>.= L Xke >'~~g+ 1 - L Xke >.~~~.
k=O k=O

(14)

The average arrival rate per source is thus the sum of the average arrival rates per source of MMPP
numbers one and two, weighted by the relative time that the system spends in each MMPP.
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Chapter 4

TCP Models: a Single Traffic
Source

The TCP models discussed in this chapter assume a single persistent TCP source, i.e. a source
which always has data to send, and calculate the throughput T as a function of some of the input
parameters in table 4.1. Throughput is defined in definition 1. Only an overview of the models is
given as well as the necessary equations for calculating the packet throughput per TCP connection.

e
ATO
ATD
RTT
To
Wrx

the packet loss probability
the rate of TO losses occurring
the rate of TD losses occurring
the average round trip time
the initial retransmission timeout value
the maximum window size

Table 4.1: Input parameters to the models in chapter 4.

Definition 1 The throughput T of a TCP connection is defined as the number of data packets suc-
cessfully transmitted per second by the connection (the corresponding A CK packets are successfully
received by the sender).

4.1 The TCP-Ott Model

The TCP-Ott model (see Ott et al. [60]) calculates the throughput T as a function of RTT and
e for low loss probabilities. Only CA and TD losses are modelled and it is assumed that multiple
packet losses do not lead to timeouts. Ott et al. reasoned that the latter assumption is valid when
modelling for example TCP-SACK and TCP-FACK.

33
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TCP-Ott uses a fluid flowcontinuous time approximation to the discreet time process (Wn), where
Wn is the congestion window after the successful acknowledgment of the nth data packet that was
sent. The mathematical derivation is lengthy and the reader is referred to [60] for more detail.
The average window size W is derived as

- 1.526912 '" 1/ve.
W= ve (15)

Equation (15) is referred to as the 1/ve law for the TCP congestion window size and Ott et al.
[60]gave the first formal proof of this law. The expression for T is

T = (1- e)W/RTT.

4.2 The TCP-Floyd Model

The TCP-Floyd model is described in Floyd [19]and Floyd and Fall [23]'and was further extended
in Floyd et al. [24]. It is a simple model and calculates the throughput T as a function of RTT
and e.

TCP-Floyd is a deterministic model, and its calculation of the average congestion window size is
illustrated in figure 4.1. The congestion window sizeW is initialised to wrx/2 and is increased by

Wrx

wrx/2

o
time

Figure 4.1: The evolution of the window size in the TCP-Floyd model.

1 every RTT. Each time that the window size reaches Wrx, a packet is dropped and the window
size is halved. The average window size W is derived as

_ -1.5e + /6e + j! 2
W = V 4

e
2e

which is approximated for small e by

- vT5 '" l/ve.W= ve
Equation (16) also exhibits the 1/ve law. The throughput T is

T = (1 - e)W / RTT.

(16)
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4.3 The TCP-UMassl Model

The TCP-UMassl model (see Towsley et al. [62]) calculates the throughput T as a function of
wrx, e, RTT and To. It models CA, TO and TD losses but not SS. TCP-UMassl is illustrated in
figure 4.2.

W <- max(l, W12)

W <-1

Transmit Round
loss

success
TD

TRTO = To

success

TRTO <- min(2TRTO, 26To)

TO

W <- max(W + lib, wrx)

Figure 4.2: The TCP-UMassl model.

The TCP congestion avoidance behaviour is modelled in terms of rounds. A round starts with
the back-to-back transmission of W packets where W is the current size of the TCP congestion
window. W is initialized to one at the start of a connection. A round ends when the last of the
W packets is acknowledged, indicating the start of the next round.

If all the packets in the round were sent successfully,the windowsize is increased by lib as long as
W < Wrx where b is the number of data packets acknowledgedby an ACK. Packet loss is indicated
by either a TD or a TO. In the TD case, the window size is halved and packet transmission
continues as before with the start of a new round. A TO occurs if no ACKs have been received
for TRTO = To time units. The lost packet is retransmitted after which the sender waits for
TRTO = 2To time units. If an ACK is received in that time, W is set to one and transmission
is continued with the start of a new round. If no ACK has been received after TRTO time units,
TRTO is set to 2TRTO = 4To and the lost packet is retransmitted. Each time that a TO occurs
the lost packet is retransmitted and TRTO is doubled until TRTO = 26To and remains constant
thereafter until the packet is successfully transmitted whereupon TRTO = To.

The TCP-UMassl model makes the followingassumptions:

1. The duration of a round is equal to the RTT which is independent of the window size W
at that time. (This implies that RTT is the average duration of a round.) This assumption
was shown statistically to be valid for users with fast access links, but invalid for users at
the end of a modem connection.

2. The time required to send all the packets in a round is smaller than the RTT.
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3. If a packet is lost, the rest of the packets in the round are also lost. (Thus e is the probability
that a packet is lost given that it is the first packet lost in its round.) This assumption tries
to account for the drop-tail mechanism in many routers, where packets arriving to a full
buffer are discarded resulting in multiple packet losses.

4. Packet loss in one round is independent of losses in other rounds. The reason for this is that
packets in one round are separated from packets in other rounds by one RTT or more, and
therefore they are likely to encounter buffer states that are independent of each other.

The TCP-UMassl model yields the following equations

W(e) = 2+b ./8(I-e) (2+b)2
3b + V 3be + 3b

Q( ) = . (1 (1- (1- e)3)(1 + (1- e)3(1- (1- e)W-3)))
e, W mm , 1_ (1- e)w

f(e) = 1+ e + 2e2 + 4e3 + 8e4 + 16e5 + 32e6.

(17)

(18)

(19)

W(e) is the average window size of the TCP connection and Q(e, w) is the probability that when
a loss occurred in a round, it was due to a TO given that the window size was equal to w in that
round. f(e) is used in the following expression to calculate the average duration ZTO of a timeout
sequence

ZTO = To f(e) .
l-e

For b = 1 equation (17) for small values of e becomes

VfRI5 fITlW(e) = 1+ -- - -::::; -- '" 1/~
3e 3 3e

which yields the 1/ ~ law. The throughput T is given by

T = (1- e)G

where
~ + W(e) + Q(e, W(e))~

RTT(~W(e) + 1) + Q(e, W(e))ZTO
G=

~ +Wrx + Q(e, Wrx)~
RTT( _gbWrx + .!=!:. + 2) + Q(e, wrx)ZTOewrx

which is approximated by

W(e) < Wrx

otherwise

G~ min ( ;;~, RTT v"i' +T,min ('" av"i') ,(1+ 3',') ) .
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4.4 The TCP-UMass2 Model

W(e) < Wrx

The TCP-UMass2 model (see Towsley et al. [61]) is an extension of the TCP-UMass1 model
and calculates the throughput T using a Markov chain. It models TCP in the same way as the
TCP-UMass1 model as explained in section 4.3. T is approximated as

~ + ~ + Q(e, W(e))
RTT(~W(e) + 1) + Q(e, W(e))ZTO

(20)T=
_l~_e+ !!f'- + Q(e, WrX) th .

----~-~-------- 0 erWlse
RTT (-8bWrx+ .!.=!: + 2) + Q(e, wrx)ZTOewrx

where W(e), Q(e, x) and f(e) are defined in the TCP-UMass1 model of section 4.3 in equations
(17) to (19).

4.5 The TCP-UWash Model

The TCP-UWash model (see Cardwell et al. [12]) extends the results of the TCP-UMass1 and
TCP-UMass2 models. It incorporates the impact of SS as well as the three way handshake for
connection establishment, as these two mechanisms may dominate the transmission of small files.
It calculates T as a function of the same parameters as the TCP-UMass1 model as well as the
average length d (packets) of a file.

Apart from making the same assumptions as the TCP-UMass1 model, TCP-UWash also allows for
small transfers which mayor may not suffer packet loss. Recall from section 4.3 the expressions
for f(e), ZTO and W(e). The probability Q(e, w) that a loss in CA is detected by a timeout is

. ( 1+ (1 - e?(1 - (1 - e)w-3) )
Q(e, w) = mIll .1, (1 _ (1 _ e)w)/(1 _ (1 _ e)3) .

The transmission of a file is assumed to proceed as illustrated in figure 4.3.

r~~'1'G~-~-, ,~~,,', - -""- .._-_.---~,---;
TSS + Tdelaek 7}oss TCA

Figure 4.3: The process of transmission a file according to the TCP-UWash model.

d packets are transmitted using SS until all packets are transmitted or until the first loss occurs.
After the first loss the rest of the packets are transmitted using CA. The expected time T for a
transfer is calculated as the sum of the four delays caused by the initial SS phase (denote TSS),

the first packet loss (denote Ttoss), transmission of the remaining packets during CA (denote TCA)

and a delayed acknowledgment (denote Tdelack) during the initial SS phase. Thus

T = TSS + Ttoss + TCA + Tdelaek.
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4.5.1 Initial SS

The average number of packets dss sent in the initial SS phase is

dss = { ~+ (1-(I-e)d)(l-e)
e=O
e>O

The window size Wss after sending d packets in SS without the slow start threshold constraint is

TIT dssb - 1) WI
vvSS = ---~+-

'Y 'Y
where 'Y is the rate of growth of the congestion window during SS and WI is the size of the
congestion window at the start of SS. Typically 'Y = 2 when one ACK is returned for every data
packet and 1 ~ WI ~ 3. TSS is then derived as

TSS = { RTT (lOg)' (Wrx/Wl) + 1+ (dss - )'W~':...~Wl)/wrx)

RTT . log)' (dssb - 1)/Wl + 1)

4.5.2 The First Packet Loss

Wss > Wrx

Wss ~ Wrx

The probability ess that one or more packets are lost in SS due to timeout is

ess = 1 - (1 - e)d

and Tloss is then derived as

TIoss = ess (Q(e, WSS) (ZTO - RTT) + RTT).

4.5.3 Transferringthe Remainder

The number of packets dCA outstanding after SS was exited due to a packet loss is

dCA = d - dss'

TCA is then derived as

TCA= dCA/T'

where T' is the throughput as defined in equation (20) for the TCP-UMass2 model.

4.5.4 Delayed Acknowledgments

The expected delay Tdelaek of the first delayed ACK is 100milliseconds for BSD derived TCPs and
150 milliseconds for MS Windows.

The throughput T is given by T = d/T.
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The previous models analysed TCP's congestion avoidance behaviour from a source-centric point
of view: the source injects packets into the network where they are lost with probability e. In
[52]' Towsley et al. take a different approach with the TCP-UMass3 model which models losses
from a network centric point of view: the network is assumed to be a source of congestion and
loss indications arrive to the TCP connection according to a Poisson process. CA and TD losses
as well as single TO losses are modelled, but not multiple consecutive TO losses. TCP-UMass3
computes the throughput T as a function of Wrx, RTT, To and the rates ATD and ATO. It is a
fluid flowmodel and is illustrated in figure 4.4.

TRTO +- To

TO ~ Poisson(ATo)

TD ~ Poisson(ATD)

loss

W +- max(l, W/2)

W +-1

dW ~ { I/RTT W < W,X

dt 0 otherwise

Figure 4.4: The TCP-UMass3 Model

The increase in the window size W is continuous at a constant rate 1/RTT, which increases W
by 1 every successful RTT. A round is successful if all the packets in that round is successfully
transmitted and acknowledged. This increase continues until a loss occurs or until W equals the
maximum window size WrX' TD and TO losses are modelled as individual Poisson streams with
rates ATD and ATO respectively. When a TD loss occurs, W is halved. When a TO occurs, W is
set to 1 after which the connection waits for TRTO = To time units before continuing transmission.

Let K = 1/RTT. The TCP-UMass3 model yields the followingequations

W = (1 - P2)K + ATQ
ATD/2 + ATO

PI = 2A}O + 2ATO + ATOATD + 2ATOK + 2K2 + 2K
(K + 1)(2wrxATO +WrxATD + 2K)

p. _ P ATOK(2ATO + ATD)(Wrx - I)To
2 - 1 + ------------

(K + 1)(2K + 2WrxATO +WrxATD)
(21)

where W is the average window size and PI is the probability that W is equal to wrx' The second
term on the right hand side of equation (21) is the probability that the growth of the window size
is zero. The growth will be zero during periods when TCP retransmits a packet which has been
lost due to a TO indication after which TCP has to wait for the corresponding ACK to return.
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The throughput T is given by

T = (1 - e)(W - ATOTo)/ RTT.

4.7 The TCP-Hungary Model

M.Sc. Thesis: Marcel Yillet

The TCP-Hungary model (see Fekete et al. [18]) improves on the 1/..;e law for packet loss
probabilities in the range [0.001 : 0.05]. It models CA and TD losses only and calculates the
throughput T as a function of RTT and e.

TCP-Hungary is a fluid model, similar to the TCP-UMass3 model, and uses mean field approx-
imations to derive equations for the average window size W. The derivation is lengthy and the
reader is referred to the paper [18]for further detail.

The assumption is made that packets are lost independently of one another. W is derived for two
scenarios: a LAN scenario where the link delay is small and delay is caused mostly by buffering,
and a WAN scenario where the delay caused by buffering is small compared to the link delay

W = { 1.5269/..;e LAN
vc2+2/e-c WAN

c is a parameter used to model the length of time that a TCP connection has to wait before it
can proceed with transmission followinga reduction in the window size caused by a packet loss.
It was numerically calculated as c = 2.6285.

The throughput T is given by

T = (1 - e)W /RTT.

4.8 The TCP-Uppsala Model

The TCP-Uppsala model (see Olsen and Kaj [57, 58, 59]) calculates the throughput T of a TCP
Tahoe connection as a function of e, RTT and To. It only models SS and TO losses.

TCP-Uppsala is similar to the TCP-UMassl type models. It also models transmission in terms of
rounds and assumes constant round trip times and independent packet losses.

Define a cycle to be the interval between congestion window reductions. TCP-Uppsala derives the
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following equations

A=(l-e)/e

B = (1 - e)2/e

y= exp(~) (Ei(~) -Ei(~)) + exp(-e(wrx-1/V2)/ln2)
In2 ewrx

Q(e) = e(3 - ge + 13e2 - ge3 + 3e4)
(1 - e + e2)3

41

where A is the average number of packets transmitted in a cycle before the first loss, B is the
average number of packets transmitted in a cycle after the first loss, Y is the average number of
rounds needed to transmit A packets and Q(e) is the probability that a loss is detected with a TO
rather than a TD. The function Ei(k) is the Exponential integral defined as

Ei(k) = [')()exp(-t)Jk t dt.

The throughput T is given by

T = (1 _ e) A + B - (1 - e)W,x+1

Y + 1+ C~~e- 1) Q(e) .
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Chapter 5

TCP Models: a Limited Number
of Traffic Sources

This chapter investigates two analytic TCP models, the TCP-Engset and TCP-NBurst models,
for the scenario where a fixed number N of ON/OFF sources offers TCP traffic to a network
link. Both models implicitly take the behaviour of TCP into account by means of performance
reduction factors which are explained below. Section 5.1 discusses the network setup which is
followedby a description of the two models.

5.1 The Network Setup

The network setup is illustrated in figure 5.1.

router

'source 1

source N

/Lace

d"",~"'~!<c"!@iO"-
K

72

ACKs

Figure 5.1: N TCP sources transmit packets over access links to a destination via a router.

N TCP sources transmit data packets over access links with capacity J-lacc (bits/s) to a router
where the packets are queued in a buffer of length K (packets) until they are served. Packets
are transmitted to some destination by the router which serves packets at a rate J-l (bits/s). The
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destination responds to successfullyreceiveddata packets by returning ACK packets to the appro-
priate sources. The latency between the router and the destination and between the destination
and the sources are denoted by 71 and 72 (s) respectively.

A source transmits one file of average length r.p (bits) at a time after which it goes into an OFF
state which has an average duration of Z (seconds). While the source is transmitting, it is said to
be in the ON state. Data and ACK packets are on average Pusr and Pack (bits) long respectively.
The maximum throughput rate Tmax that can be achieved per file transmission is

Tmax = J1acc/Pusr-

(Throughput is defined in definition 1 in chapter 4.)

5.2 The TCP-Engset Model

The TCP-Engset model (see Heyman et al. [30]) is an adaptation of the Engset model (see
appendix A.2) to describe the effects of TCP's flowcontrol.

TCP-Engset was designed to model bursty webpage transfers by multiple users for the network
setup in figure 5.1 where the capacities of the access links are less than the capacity of the router.
The model calculates the throughput T per source as a function of the parameters in table 5.1.

N the number of ON/OFF sources
Z the average OFF time

J1acc the capacity (bits/s) of the access links
r.p the average file length (bits)

Pusr the average packet length (bits)
J1 the capacity of the router (bits/s)
K the buffer size (packets)

Table 5.1: Input parameters to the TCP-Engset model.

TCP-Engset is a flow-levelmodel, which means that it views each active TCP connection as a
constant bitstream, and not as a packet stream as for example the TCP-UMass1 model. CA
and TD losses are included in the model by a performance reduction factor a which reduces the
efficiencyof the router during times of congestion.

A random number J(t) of the N homogeneous ON/OFF sources are active (in the ON state) at
time t. Let L = LJ1/ J1accJ denote the maximum number of sources that the router can handle
without it being a bottleneck. When j > L sources are active, the efficiencya of the router drops
from 1 to a < 1, at which time the aggregate service rate is aJ1. This is illustrated in figure 5.2.

The followingassumptions were made to simplify the model

1. The files that are transmitted are large enough so that CA is the dominating algorithm.
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unused capacity
unused capacity I I (1 - a)JL11 JLacc I I

a~1J IJ
JL

I
I aJL21 /.Lace I

I aJLIJ h.,a/.t/jJLacc I I
j :s:: L (= lJL/JLaccJ) j>L
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Figure 5.2: The bandwidth allocation per source when there is no congestion present in the network
(left) and when congestion is present in the network (right).

2. The advertised window size is large enough so that the network is always the bottleneck.

3. The ON/OFF sources measure the same round trip times.

4. The j active sources are equally affected when congestion occurs at which time each source
receives service at a rate O'./-£/j (bits/s).

Let Ro denote the RTT measured by sources when packets arrive to an empty queue

Ro = Pusr / /-£ + 71 + 72.

The estimation of 0'. is based on how the congestion window evolves in TCP Reno. The derivation
is presented in [30]. The expression for 0'. is

(max(O,1-Plow)?
0'. -1- )

- 2(Phigh - Plow
(22)

where

-~+1
Phigh - /-£Ro and Phigh

Plow = 21.5 .

Phigh represents the number of packets in transit when the first overflowoccurs. Plow represents
the number of packets in transit when TCP proceeds with the CA algorithm after an overflowhas
concluded.

In [30, the appendix] it is shown that the stationary distribution {71'j} of J(t) is insensitive to
the distributions of the file sizes and the OFF state intervals. J(t) can thus be viewed as a
birth-and-death process with birth and death rates

N-j .
{3j = -----Z-' J = 0, 1, ... ,N

8
j
={ j/-£acc/CP j=O,I, ... ,L

O'./-£/CP j > L
(23)
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Equation (23) shows that when j > L, the congestion in the router will cause the file transmission
times to be extended. The stationary distribution {11"j} can be calculated from the formula for a
birth-and-death process

/30 ... /3j-1 .
11"j = 11"0 8 8.' J = 1, ... ,N

1 ... J

where 11"0 is a normalising constant. Let r(j) denote the transmission rate (packets/s) per TCP
source when j sources are active

{

I!:.1>f£ j '5:. L
. Pusr

r(J) = ~ j > L
lPusr

The average throughput T per file transfer is given by

N

T = L r(j)11"j.
j=l

(24)

Finally, it should be noted that a solution exists for the steady state number of active sources
{7rj} in the case of heterogeneous sources. Assume there are L source classes with N, sources in
class f.. Further assume that the file sizes and OFF periods for class f. sources have distributions
F,O and C,O respectively with means 'P' and Z, respectively. Let i' = 'PdZ, and let the vector
7rj denote the number of active sources per source class at time t. The stationary distribution
{7rj} is then given by

(
N, ) ~trrf=l j, '

L ')7rj = 7ro S(2:'=l J'
where

n

S(n) = IIr(m).
m=l

7ro is the appropriate normalising constant and r(m) is defined in equation (24).

5.3 The TCP-NBurst Model

The TCP-NBurst model (see Schwefel [73])uses a QBD process to model the network setup in
section 5.1. It does not model TCP explicitly, but implicitly accounts for the burstiness of TCP
traffic as well as its behaviour when congestion is detected in the network. It calculates various
performance parameters such as the average throughput T per TCP source as a function of the
parameters in tables 5.1 and 5.2.

B the number of packets in the queue when congestion is detected
a the throttling factor of the TCP-Engset model defined in equation (22)

Table 5.2: Additional input parameters for the TCP-NBurst model.
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unthrottled
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q<B(
N

I:Burst
sources

N
I-Burst
sources

~.
~

B

throttled by
a factor Qi

Figure 5.3: The TCP-NBurst model

The TCP-NBurst model is illustrated in figure 5.3.

The router has infinite buffer space and packet service times are exponentially distributed with
parameter {L. A source transmits packets to the router over an access link with capacity {Lace

(bits/s). Traffic from the N sources is modelled as a modified N-Burst process (see section
3.8) for which the throttling factor ai depends on the number of active ON/OFF sources. Let
Ap = {Lacc/Pusr denote the maximum transmission rate (packets/s) of a source. The average ON
time U is

U = ....!!-
{Lace'

Whenever the number of packets in the buffer is less than B, the arrival process is N-Burst with
no throttling

ai = 1, i = 1, ... ,N.

The assumption is made that when the buffer occupancy exceedsB-1, the j active sources detect
congestion and they are equally throttled

ai = amin (Ap, j~J.
TCP-NBurst uses the 8M/M/1 queue in section 3.12 for which the average throughput per source
is given in equation (14) to model the alternation between the two modified N-Burst arrival
processes.
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Chapter 6

TCP Models: An Infinite Number
of Traffic Sources

This chapter discusses two analytic TCP models, the TCP-AKI and TCP-AK2 models, for the
scenario where an infinite number of sources offer TCP traffic to a network link. TCP traffic
that arrives to the network is modelled in terms of TCP connections arriving per second. Each
connection transmits one file and then terminates. Section 6.1 introduces the network setup used
by both TCP models. A description is given of the two TCP models, followedby the TCP-AKlext
and TCP-AK2ext models which extend the TCP-AKI and TCP-AK2 models respectively.

6.1 The Network Setup

The network setup under consideration is illustrated in figure 6.1 where users and servers are
directly connected to an MPLS backbone network via ELRs I and E.

/;rE
E ~':." /-tacc

Vr
-.81

~ J LSPr

'fC.~l~{~

;:{

~', LSP r' ,"~;~"~jfC2~~'
Mace , ' ..•...•.- ..•.•.•.' ~"0<:~;;-0~if~''''

,,' Tr' ""

U ' "8 V
r
'I E ~

Figure 6.1: Users UI, UE and servers 81, 8E are directly connected to an MPLS backbone network.
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Routers I and E have buffer sizes Kr and Kr, (packets) respectively and process packets at rates
/lr and /lr' (bits/s) respectively. User UE requests TCP connections from server S[ at rate Vr

(connections/s). During such a connection one file is transmitted to user UE. Let r.p denote the
average length (bits) of a file. The data packets from server S [ travel over an access link to ELR

I and on to ELR E via LSP r and finally to user UE over an access link with capacity /lace- The
bandwidth of the server access link is assumed to be infinite. The corresponding ACK packets
travel from user UE over the user access link to server S [ via ELR E, LSP r', ELR I and the
server access link.

Connection requests to server SE from user U[ are handled in a similar manner. Let Pusr and
Pack denote the average lengths (bits) of data and ACK packets respectively. LSPs rand r' have
latencies Tr and Tr' (s) respectively. Finally, let er and er, denote the loss probabilities at router I
and E respectively. The maximum throughput rate Tmax that can be achieved by a connection is

Tmax = /lacc/Pusr'

(Throughput is defined in definition 1 in chapter 4.)

6.2 The TCP-AKI Model

The TCP-AKI model (see Arvidsson and Krzesinski [6]) implicitly models CA and TD losses. It
does not model SS or TO losses.

The model derives two fixed point equations to calculate the loads Pr and Pr' on LSPs rand r'
respectively. The model calculates many performance metrics including the throughput T per
TCP connection. The input parameters to the TCP-AKI model are summarised in table 6.1. In
the analysis that follows,only the arguments and equations for calculating Pr are stated.

V, v'
r.p

Wrx
Kr, Kr,

Pusr

Pack

/lace

/lr, /lr'

the TCP connection request rates (connections/s)
the average file size (bits)
the maximum congestion window size (packets)
the buffer sizes (packets)
the average data packet size (bits)
the average ACK packet size (bits)
the user access link capacity (bits/s)
the processing rates of the two routers I and E (bits/s)

Table 6.1: Input parameters to the TCP-AKI model.

Figure 6.2 illustrates how TCP-AKI models the network setup presented in section 6.1. Let 'Yr
and 'Yr' denote the average arrival rates (packets/s) of data packets from server S[ to LSP rand
server SE to LSP r' respectively. 'Yr is thus the sum of the packet arrival rates of the individual
TCP connections transmitting at server S[.
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Transmission over LSP r is modelled by an M/M/11 K queue where the arrival rate is the weighted
sum of the data packet rate Ir from 81 and the ACK packet rate (1 - er, hr' from VI.

er
E

b... I . LSP r ~;E;.::;~~";2:~S[ : 'Yr ~... •• _
U[ : (1 - er'hr' ... ..>.. LSP r'

er,

Figure 6.2: The TCP-AK1 model.

In order to simplify the model, the followingassumptions are made

UE:(1-erhr

SE : 'Yr'

1. The data packets from a server arrive at the corresponding router according to a Poisson
stream.

2. One ACK packet is returned for every data packet received. The ACK stream from user VE

therefore has the same arrival rate as the data packet output stream from router I.

3. The ACK packets from a user arrive at the corresponding router according to a Poisson
stream.

Three steps are required to derive the fixed point equations that calculate the loads Pr and Pr' on
LSPs rand r' respectively. In the first step, the average RTT tr measured by connections at 81 is
calculated; step two computes the transmission rate Ar of data packets per TCP connection; and
step three derives the fixed point equations.

Step 1: This step assumes that we have a value for the load Pr which is used to calculate the
round trip time tr

Pusr Pusr Pack Packtr = qrYr + -- + Tr + -- + -- + qr'Yr' + -- + Tr'.
J.Lr J.Lacc J.Lacc J.Lr'

(25)

qr and er are the average number of packets and the loss probability of the M/M/11 K queue given
by

and

qr = {

--fl!:..- l-(K+l)pK +KpK+l
l-Pr l_pR+l r

K r

"2

Pr # 1

Pr = 1
(26)

er = {
l-Pr K
~Pr
1

K+l

Pr # 1

Pr = 1
(27)
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respectively. Yr is the average time to transmit a packet

PrYr= ---- .
"ir + (1 - er, hr'

The values for "ir and "ir' are calculated from the equations

"irPusr + (1 - er, )"ir'Pack
Pr =

/ir

"ir'Pusr + (1 - er hrPack
Pr' =

/ir'

Therefore

M.Sc. Thesis: Marcel Villet

(28)

(29)

(30)

PusrPr/ir - Pr' /ir' (1 - er, )Pack
"ir = P~sr - (1- er,)(I- er)p;ck

PusrPr'/ir' - Pr/ir(1 - er)Pack
"ir' = 2 ( )( ) 2Pusr - 1- er, 1- er Pack

Step 2: The packet transmission rate .Ar per TCP connection on server Sf is

.Ar = min (Tmax,wr/tr)

where Wr is the average window size given by the fixed point equation

Wr+l = (wr + 1)(1- er)Wr + ~r (1- (1- er)Wr).

(31)

(32)

Equation (32) models the CA algorithm. The first term models the increase of the congestion
window by 1 every RTT and the second term models the halving of the congestion window when
a TD loss occurs. If Wr is larger than the maximum window size Wrx, we set Wr = wrx'

Equation (32) can be used to derive the 1/ ve law for the window size W for small e where e is the
packet loss probability. Thus

W
W = (w + 1)(1- e)W +"2 (1- (1- e)W)

W
::::::(w + 1)(1 - ew) + 2'ew for small e.

W is then given by the quadratic equation

ew2 + 2ew - 2 = 0

which has the positive solution

W = \11 + 2/e -1::::::1.414/ve for small e.

This derivation of the 1/ ve law is simple compared to the derivation in Ott et at. [60]which uses
a fluid-flow continuous time approximation to the discreet time process (Wn) defined in section
4.1.

Step 3: Let Cr denote the average number of TCP connections transmitting over LSP r
n

Cr = aVr .A
r
' (33)
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Q is an attraction factor [6] that models the increase in the TCP connection request rate when
the throughput is high as well as the decrease in the connection request rate when throughput
is low as a result of congestion in the network. n is the total number of packets sent (including
retransmitted packets) in order to transmit a file of length r.p

n =...'!!..- 1
Pusr 1 - er.

An improved value for Pr can now be calculated by adjusting the load to match the connection
data rates Ar and Ar'

CrArPusr + Cr, (1 - er, )Ar'PackPr = -----------
/lr

(34)

Similar versions of equations (25) through (34) for calculating the load on LSP r' are obtained by
interchanging the indices rand r'. These equations define two simultaneous non-linear equations

Pr = ir(Pr, Pr')

Pr' = ir' (Pr', Pr)

which are solved numerically by applying Newton's method with numerically computed Jacobians.

The throughput Tr per TCP connection on LSP r is

Tr = (1 - er)Ar

where Ar is calculated in equation (31).

6.3 The TCP-AK2 Model

The TCP-AK2 model (see Arvidsson and Krzesinski [5]) is similar to the TCP-AK1 model pre-
sented in section 6.2. It uses a system of two simultaneous fixed point equations to calculate the
loads Pr and Pr' on LSPs rand r' respectively. Each fixed point balances the interaction between
two models: a TCP model and a network model. TCP-AK2 models SS, CA, TD losses and TO
losses. In the description that follows,much detail has been left out. The reader is referred to the
original text for more information.

6.3.1 The TCP Submodel

Assume that the window size is expressed in packets and that time is measured in units of the
RTT T. Assume further that file lengths are geometrically distributed with parameter ifJ. Thus
pen packets) = ifJn-l(l - ifJ) with an average file length of r.p/(Pusr - Pack) = 1/(1 - ifJ) (packets).
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Let q and s denote respectively the probabilities that a packet is received successfully and not
received and acknowledged successfully

q=l-en

s = 1 - (1 - er) (1 - er, ) .

Finally, let Wth denote the slow start threshold ssthresh.

TCP-AK2 models the behaviour of TCP as an embedded Markov chain with five transient states
SS', SS,CA,DR and TR and one absorbing state OK. The transient states correspond respectively
to TCP performing SS for the first time, SS but not for the first time, CA, a retransmission due
to a TD loss and a retransmission due to a TO loss. TCP enters the OK state when it terminates
successfully. While a TCP connection is transmitting a file, it transitions among some or all of
these states before terminating successfully. Figure 6.3 illustrates the state transitions (the OK
state is not included in the figure).

start

Figure 6.3: The transitions among the TCP states. The OK state is not included. Transitions to
OK take place from SS', SS, CA, DR and TR when file transmission is completed.

Transitions from SS', SS and CA may be caused by the loss of a packet. In addition, a transition
from SS to CA will occur when the threshold Wth is reached. A TD loss leads to state DR whereas
a TO loss leads to state TR. If more data remain in DR, a transition to CA will occur if the
packet retransmission is successful and to TR otherwise. Similarly, if data remain while in TR, a
transition to SS will occur after successful packet retransmission.

A Single Visit to the SS' State

The average number Nss' of packets transmitted while TCP is in the SS' state (including the first
unsuccessful packet) is

1
Nss' = 1 _ q* (35)
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where q* = <jJ(1-er) is the probability that there is a packet and that it is successfully transmitted.
The time Tss' to transmit Nss' packets is

Tss' = { 10g2(NsS'+ 1)
10g2Wrx- 1+ Nss,+l

w,x

Nss' < Wrx- 1

Nss' ~ wrx-1
(36)

The average window size Wss' at which the first loss occurs is

WSS'= min ( Nss'iq*=q' wrx) . (37)

In the last equation q* is replaced by q as the average window size is only of interest if the file
transmission has not yet completed. Finally, the probability PTO(SS') that a loss is detected by a
TO is

Nss < Wth - 1

Nss ~ Wth - 1

PTO(SS') = min (1, <jJ~ss') .

Visits to the SS State

The equations are similar for subsequent visits to SS

Nss = min(Nss"Wth -1),

{
10g2(Nss+ 1)

Tss = 1 Nss+l10g2Wrx- + w,x

Wss = min(Wss', Wth - 1),

PTO(SS) = min (1, cPmin(Ns:,Wth -1))'
Visits to the CA State

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

Similar to the previous equations, the average number NCA of packets transmitted in the CA state
(including the first unsuccessful packet) is

1
NCA = 1- q*

and the time TCA to transmit NCA packets is

{

l-~wtb + Je-~Wtb)2 + 2NcA

TCA =
2NcA +(wn -Wtb)(Wn -Wtb+1)

2wrx

NCA < N

NCA 2: N

(43)

(44)

where N = (wrx-Wth)(Wrx+Wth -1)/2 is the number of packets sent in the time for the congestion
window to reach wrx' The average window size WCA at which the first loss occurs during CA is

WCA = min(wth + TcA, wrx) (45)
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where TCA refers to Equation (44) with NCA replaced by (NCA -1)lq*=q. The minus one accounts
for the last packet being lost. The probability PTo(CA) that a loss is detected by a TO is
approximated as

PTo(CA) = min (1, rj>(Wth~ TCA)) .

State Transition Probabilities

The transition probability matrix of the embedded Markov chain is given by

0 0 0 1rSS',DR 1rSS',TR 1rSS',OK

0 0 1rSS,CA 1rSS,DR 1rSS,TR 1rSS,OK

0 0 0 1rCA,DR 1rCA,TR 1rCA,OK

0 0 1rDR,CA 0 1rDR,TR 1rDR,OK

0 1rTR,SS 0 0 0 1rTR,OK

0 0 0 0 0 1

(46)

where the 1r refer to the state transition probabilities. The elements in each row sum to one and
all of the states are transient except for OK which is an absorbing state. The state transition
probabilities 1r are

1rSS',OK

1rSS,OK

1rCA,OK

1l"DR,OK

1l"SS,CA

7rSS/,DR

1l"SS',TR

1l"SS,DR

1l"SS,TR

1l"CA,DR

1l"CA,TR

1l"DR,CA

= 1
Lrj>n-l(l- rj»qn = q(l- cjJ)1- qcjJ'
n=l

Wth-1

L cjJn-l(l _ cjJ)qn
n=l

1- (qcjJ)Wth-1
q(l-cjJ) 1-qcjJ

f cjJn-l(l_ cjJ)qn= q(l _ cjJ)_l_,
n=l 1 - q</>
(1 - </>)(1 - s), 1l"TR,OK = (1 - </»(1 - S),
=
L </>n-l(l_ </» qWth-1 = (q</»Wth-l,

n=Wth

(1 - 1l"SS',oK)(l - PTO(SS')),

(1 - 1l"SS',OK)PTO(SS'),

(1 - 1l"SS,OK - 1l"ss,cA)(l - PTO(SS)),

(1 - 1l"SS,OK - 1l"SS,CA)PTO(SS),

(1 - 1l"CA,oK)(l - PTo(CA)),

(1 - 1l"CA,OK)PTO(CA),

</>(1 - S), 1l"DR,TR = S, 1l"TR,SS = </>. (47)
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The average number VB of visits to each state () is

Vss' = VOK = 1,

Vss = VTR 1l"TR,SS,

VCA = VSS1l"SS,CA + VDR1l"DR,CA,

VDR = VSS'1l"SS',DR + VSS1l"SS,DR+ VCA1l"CA,DR,

VTR = VSS'1l"SS',TR + VSS1l"SS,TR + VCA1l"CA,TR + VDR1l"DR,TR

which yield

57

VTR ((I-1l"DR,cA1l"CA,DR)1l"SS',TR + (1l"DR,CA1l"CA,TR+ 1l"DR,TR)1l"SS',DR)/ ((I-1l"DR,cA1l"CA,DR)

(1 -1l"TR,SS1l"SS,TR - 1l"TR,SS1l"SS,CA1l"CA,TR)- (1l"DR,CA1l"CA,TR+ 1l"DR,TR) X

(1l"TR,SS1l"SS,DR+ 1l"TR,SS1l"SS,CA1l"CA,DR)),

VDR = (1l"SS',DR + VTR (1l"TR,SS1l"SS,DR+ 1l"TR,SS1l"SS,CA1l"CA,DR))/ (1 - 1l"DR,CA1l"CA,DR),

VCA - VTR1l"TR,SS1l"SS,CA + VDR1l"DR,CA,

VSS VTR1l"TR,SS, (48)

The Slow Start Threshold

Whenever TCP leaves the SS and CA states as a result of packet loss, the slow start threshold is
updated as

W~~ = max(2,Wss/2) and Wfh
A = max(2, WCA/2)

for SS and CA respectively. The number of losses 9SS and 9CA in each state is

9Ss = VSS'(1rSS',DR + 1rSS',TR) + VSS(1l"SS,DR+ 1rSS,TR),

9CA = VCA(1rCA,DR + 1l"CA,TR).

A new estimate for the slow start threshold Wth is then calculated by weighting the two cases

9SS ss + 9CA CAWth = ----wth ----wth
9SS + 9CA 9ss + 9CA

Equations (35) to (49) define a fixed point equation

Wth = f(Wth)

which is solved for Wth. Once a value for Wth has been calculated we set

(49)

(50)

Wth = { ~rx

Wth

Wth < 2

Wth > Wrx

otherwise

The lower limit is imposed by the protocol while the upper limit is the restriction placed on the
congestion window by the receiver.
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TD Retransmission

During DR only one packet is transmitted hence NDR
approximated as

TDR = R/T

M.Sc. Thesis: Marcel Villet

1. The time TDR spend in DR is

(51)

where R is the RTT (seconds) defined in equation (54) below. R is divided by T so that TDR is in
units of the RTT.

TO Retransmission

The average time TTR spent in TR is

E+4D (1-(28)M-B (28)M-B) B
TTR = --- ----- + --- 2 .

T 1- 28 1- 8
(52)

E and D are respectively the mean and an approximation of the mean deviation of the RTT
(seconds) where each is the weighted sum of an initial value and a steady state expectation

E = 90Eo + 900Ecxn
D = 90Do + 900Doo.

The expressions for Eo, Eoo, Do and Doo are given in the description of the network submodel in

section 6.3.2. The weights 90 and 900 are

90 = 1 - cP (In(1 - cPer) -In(1 - cP) _ er(1- er)) ,
1- er </J 1- cPer

900 = 1- 90.

B = min((BUB1)BnB~,M) is the average number of consecutive retransmissions seen by an
arbitrary packet (the tagged packet). Bn is the average number of consecutive lost packets that
precede the tagged packet

Bn = ~ (1- 1- </J In(l- cPer) -In(1 - cP))
1- er 1- er cP

and B1 is the average number of retransmissions per lost packet

Bl = 1/(1 - er).

B~ is a correction term that accounts for the limit on the number of packets that can be retrans-
mitted in order to send one data packet successfully

B' -1 (2(I-er)-(2er)M)1 - og2 ---I---2e-
r
--- .

M = 6 is the number of times that the retransmission timeout value TRTO is multiplied by two
before it is kept constant at 26To where To is the initial retransmission timeout value at the start
of consecutive timeouts. To is initialised to 6 (seconds) at the start of the connection and has a
steady state average value of To = E + 4D.
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6.3.2 The Network Submodel

59

TCP-AK2 models the network setup presented in section 6.1 in the same way as the TCP-AK1
model as shown in figure 6.2. Recall the network parameters in section 6.1 and from section 6.2
equation (28) the average time Yr to transmit a packet as well as the expressions for the M/M/11 K

queue loss probability er (equation (27)) and average number of packets qr (equation (26)) in the
queue.

The Round Trip Time

The sums Dr and Dr' of the average queuing and transmission times for a data packet traveling
from SI to UE and for an ACK packet traveling from UE to SI are

Dr = qrYr +Pusrl/-lacc and Dr' = Pack I/-lacc + qr' Yr" (53)

Transmission is said to be saturated when the ACK for the first data packet in a window catches
up with the last data packet to be sent in the same window, and unsaturated otherwise. The
average round trip time R when transmission is unsaturated is

R = Dr + Tr + Dr' + Tr'. (54)

The average RTT T is derived by considering the periods when transmission is saturated and
unsaturated. Let Dmax denote the maximum of the queuing and transmission times on any link
or LSP and at any router

D (
pusr Pack)

max = max qrYr, --,qr'Yr',--
/-lacc /-lacc

The average times {SolO E iSS', SS,CA}} (expressed in units of the RTT) to reach saturation are
respectively

SSS, = Sss = 10g2(RI Dmax) and SCA = (RI Dmax) - Wth

and the times {UoIO E iSS', SS,CA}} (expressed in units of the RTT) to reach the window limit
Wrx in the absence of packet loss are respectively

Uss' = Uss = 10g2 Wrx and UCA = Wrx - Wth.

Let

O(Se) = {I, ... ,min(Se, Ue, Te)},

O(Ue) = {min(Se, Ue, Te) + 1, ... , min(Ue, Te)},

O(Te) = {min(Ue, Te) + 1, ... , Te}

be an enumeration and define

10(Se)1 = min(Se, Ue, Te),

10(Ue)1 = min(Ue, Te) - min(Se, Ue, Te),

10(Te)1 = Te - min(Ue, Te).
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Then the sums {ToIO E {SS',SS,CA}} of the times spent in each state 0 are

TsS' = 1!1(SsS')IR + 1!1(Tss')1max(R, wrxDmax) + 2IO(8ss,)I (210(Uss,)I - l)Dmax,

Tss = 1!1(Sss)IR+ 1!1(Tss)1max(R, wrxDmax) + 2lO(8ssll (2IO(Ussll - l)Dmax,

TCA = 1!1(SCA)IR + 1!1(TcA)1max(R, wrxDmax) + 1!1(UCA)I(2wth- 1+ 1!1(UCA)1+ 21!1(SCA)I)Dmax/2.

The average RTT T (s) is

TSs' + VssTss + VCATCA
T = ---------.

Tss' + VssTss + VCATcA

The Average and Variance of the Round Trip Time

(55)

The initial values Eo and Do for the average and variance of the round trip time respectively are
assigned by the protocol as Eo = 0 and Do = 1.5. The corresponding expected long term values
for Eoo and Doo are approximated as

Eoo = T and Doo = JS; + S;,+a~.
S; and S;, are the variances of the transmission times on LSP rand LSP r' respectively which are
equal to the respective M/M/l/K waiting time variances (see appendix D.) The a~ component
represents the variance of the round trip time caused by variations in the window size and is
approximated by

aw = (thi - tlo)/2

where

thi = (Vss,(l - 1rSS',OK)min(Nss', wrx) + Vss(l - 1rSS,OK)min(Nss, Wth)+

VCA(1- 1rCA,OK)min(wth + TCA,wrx)) Dmax

/(Vss'(1- 1rSS',OK)+ Vss(l - 1rSS,OK)+ VCA(l - 1rCA,OK)),

_V:_T_R_(l_-_1r_T_R_,o_K_)_+_Vi_o_R_(_l_-_1r_o_R_,o_K_)_W_thD
tlo = max.VTR(1- 1rTR,OK)+ VOR(1- 1rOR,OK)

thi and tlo are respectively the maximum and minimum values of the RTT.

The Packet Arrival Rate Per Connection

For an average file transmission Ntot packets are sent in Ttot time where

Ntot = Nss' + VssNss + VCANcA + VORNoR + VTRNTR,

Ttot = Tss' + VssTss + VCATcA + VORToR + VTRTTR.

The data packet transmission rate Ar (packets/s) per TCP connection is

. (rp Ntot)Ar = min .Lmax, ----;:;:;-- .
T .Ltot

(56)

(57)

(58)
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The Total Packet Arrival Rate

61

The average number Cr of TCP connections in progress on LSP r is Cr = I/rNtot/ Ar where l/r is
the TCP connection request rate on LSP r (see section 6.1). The load is adjusted to match the
data packet transmission rates Ar and Ar' of the TCP connections

CrArPusr + Cr, Ar' (1 - er, )Pack
Pr =

/lr

Equations (35) through (59) define a system of two simultaneous non-linear equations

Pr = !r(Pr,Pr') and Pr' = !r'(Pr,Pr')

(59)

which, as for the TCP-AK1 model, are solved numerically by applying Newton's method with
numerically computed Jacobians. Figure 6.4 illustrates how the TCP and network submodels are

TCP Submodel E~
~.

(Pr, Pr') I
.~

NetworkSubmodel

Figure 6.4: The TCP-AK2 model is solved by calculating the solutions to the TCP and network
submodels repeatedly until the loads converge.

solved repeatedly until the dual fixed point is reached for the loads Pr and Pr'. Each time that
the TCP submodel is solved, a fixed point equation for calculating the slow start threshold Wth

has to be solved.

The throughput Tr per TCP connection on LSP r is

Tr = (1 - er)Ar

where Ar is calculated in equation (58).

6.4 Extending the TCP-AKI and TCP-AK2 Models

In this section we extend the TCP-AK1 and TCP-AK2 models as the TCP-AK1ext and TCP-
AK2ext models respectively. The first extension is the replacement of the M/M/1/ K queue with
the SM/M/1/ K queue of section 3.11.

The SM/M/1/ K queue was chosen in order to implement more complex arrival processes such
as the N-Burst and N-Exp MMPPs. Let N-Burst/M/1/ K and N-Exp/M/1/ K denote the
SM/M/1/ K queue with the N-Burst and N-Exp arrival processes respectively. The SM/M/1/ K
queue has an analytic solution for metrics such as the average queue length and the loss probabil-
ity, and is more tractable than for example the SM/D/1/ K type queues (see Akar and Arikan [1]
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and Blondia and Geerts [8]) and the SM/G/1 and SM/D/1 type queues (see Lucantoni [42, 43]).
(We used the notation SM loosely here and may include MAP (Markov Arrival Process), BMAP
(Batch Markov Arrival Processes) and other arrival processes.)

The average queue length q and the packet loss probability e for the SM/M/1/ K queue are given
in equations (10) and (11) respectively. The variance of the waiting time in the queue can be
calculated from the equations in appendix D.

The additional parameters to the TCP-AK1ext and TCP-AK2ext models are summarised in table
6.2.

m the number of phases in the TPT distribution (for N-Burst only)
c the ratio Alow : AON

Table 6.2: Additional input parameters to the TCP-AK1ext and TCP-AK2ext models.

For the N-Exp/M/1/ K queue, c was set to zero and the average OFF time Zr and ON time Ur
of connections transmitting on LSP rare

Zr = Tmax - Ar

Ur = Ar.

The values of Zr and Ur make no difference to the results provided the ratio Zr/Ur is constant.
Multiplying Zr and Ur by a constant factor x is equivalent to dividing the matrix QN in equation
(7) by x which does not influence the steady state distribution of QN.

6.4.1 Further Alterations to the TCP-AKI model

1. As TCP may spend more time in SS than in CA when transmitting small filesor when packet
loss rates are high, equation (32) for the average window size is changed to the following
fixed point equation

Wr = ({wr)(l - er)Wr + (1 - (1 - er)Wr) (60)

where'Y is the growth rate of the congestion window during SS. As with the TCP-UWash
model of section 4.5 'Yis assigned a value of 2 because in the simulations to followone ACK
is returned for every data packet received. The first term represents the near-exponential
growth of the congestion windowand the second term represents the setting of the congestion
window to one after a loss indication.

2. Table 6.3 presents the evolution of the window size in SS in the absence of packet loss and
without window limitations.
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round no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 ... t
cwnd 1 2 4 8 16 32 ... 2t-1

packets sent 1 3 7 15 31 63 ... 2t - 1

63

Table 6.3: The evolution of the congestion window in SS in the absence of packet loss and window
limitations.

The first row shows the round number and the second row shows the evolution of the con-
gestion window for every round. The third row shows the total number of packets sent at
the end of each round. Table 6.3 shows that if we transmit a file of length 31 (packets), the
average congestion window is equal to 31/5. Therefore, given that we are transmitting files
of average length d = 'P/(Pusr - Pack) (packets), the average window size should not exceed
Wmax where

W max = d/ 10g2(d + 1).

Therefore, after a value for Wr has been calculated with equation (60), we set

Wr = max(l,min(wr, Wmax,wrx)).

3. Let Rmin denote the minimum RTT

R . - Pusr + Pusr + + Pack + Pusr +mIn - Tr Tr',
/lace /lr /lace /lr'

Then Wmaxi Rmin is another upper bound for the throughput. Therefore

(
W max /lace)= min ---,-- .T max Rmin Pusr

(61)

(62)

(63)

Equation (63) can have a significant effect on the results. For example, if we are transmitting
filesof average length d = 30 (packets) over user access links with capacity /lace = 2 (Mbits/s)
and with Pusr = 1540 x 8 (bits) and Rmin = 0.2 (seconds), then

Tmax ~ min(30, 162)= 30 ~ 162 (packets/s).

4. We furthermore re-derive Ar in equation (31) as

AAr=-----B + (Ajw)tr
(64)

where A is the total number of packets (including retransmissions) required to transmit the
file

A= 'P 1
Pusr - Pack 1- er

(65)

and B is the average time required to perform connection establishment
4 7

B = tr +L 2i-1Tosi(1 - S) +L 64si(1 - S)
i=l i=5

(66)
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with To initialised to 6 at the start of the connection. The retransmission time value can
increase up to a maximum of 64 seconds (see section 2.6.2). s was defined in section 6.3.1
as the probability of a loss on LSP rand LSP r'o The summation was chosen to be over 7
terms as most TCP implementations will terminate connection establishment after 7 failed
attempts to connect. The second term in the denominator of equation (64) is the time to
transmit the file which is equal to the number of required RTTs (equal to A/w) times the
RTT tr.

6.4.2 A Further Alteration to the TCP-AK2 Model

We extend the TCP-AK2 model to model connection establishment by adding the average time B
for connection establishment in equation (66) to equation (56) for the total time Ttot to download
a file

Ttot = B + Tss' + VssTss + VCATcA + VDRTDR+ VTRTTR'

In addition, the new limit Tmax on the throughput in equation (63) is imposed.
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Chapter 7

Simulation and Results

This chapter compares the performance predictions of the various TCP models against the results

obtained from simulation experiments. First the simulator and the simulation are discussed,

followed by remarks on the applicability of the TCP models and information on how these models

were used. Finally, some results are given.

7.1 Simulation

ns 1 Version 2 (2.1b8a) was used for the simulation experiments and TCP Reno was simulated

with one ACK returned for every data packet received. ns is a packet level simulator, and its

representation of the TCP Reno protocol is said to be sufficiently accurate for research purposes

(see MCanne and Floyd [49]). To utilise ns, one needs to write a Tel script as input to the

simulator. Section 7.1.1 discusses the simulation script and section 7.1.2 gives information on the

particulars of the simulation experiments that were conducted.

7.1.1 The Simulation Script

The network representation contained within the simulation script is illustrated in figure 7.1 and

is almost identical to the network setup presented in section 6.1 and is related to Scenario (B) in

Schwefel et al. [74].

The topology consists of two main nodes which represent the edge routers I and E respectively.

Nodes I and E are connected by two simplex links with capacities /-tr and /-tr' (bits/s) respectively

with latencies Tr and Tr' (seconds) respectively and with buffer sizes Kr and Kr, (packets) respec-

tively. There is a separate pool of access nodes for each main node and a duplex link of capacity

/-tacc (bits/s) and zero latency connects each access node to its corresponding main node.

1Available from http://,,,,,, . isi. edu/nsnam/ns/

65
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connection arrival

~

I TCP I

I TCP I

2

x

~

/' main
node

/-lr simplex, Trl Kr

••
/-ir' simplex, Tr', Kr,

- forward
- backward

Figure 7.1: The simulation setup for TCP connections transmitting in the forward direction. The
setup is the same for connections transmitting in the backward direction.

TCP connections arrive at rate IJr (connections/s) to node I. Each connection originates at an
access node and transmits a single file after which the connection terminates. Data packets are
transmitted from the access node to node I and via the forward simplex link to the TCP sink
at node E. The corresponding ACK packets travel from E to lover the backward simplex link
and finally to the access node. The limit on the transmission speed of the access link is imposed
at the TCP sender whereas in section 6.1 the limit is imposed at the TCP receiver. Each access
node has sufficient buffer space so that packets are only lost at the main nodes. Only one TCP
connection can be active at a time on an access node. A similar scenario holds for connections
arriving to node E.

7.1.2 Information on the Simulation Experiments

Two sets (denoted by set 1 and set 2) of simulation experiments were conducted. They investigate
respectively (1) the impact of the TCP connection request rates IJr and IJr' and (2) the simplex link
buffer sizes Kr and Kr, on the performance metrics of the network. Both sets of experiments were
conducted for file sizes of average lengths 30, 60 and 120 packets, and a total of 600 simulations
were conducted. Table 7.1 shows the values of the other network parameters.

The inter-arrival times between connections were exponentially distributed, and the file sizes were
distributed according to the Pareto distribution of section 3.4. See [78]for results for exponentially
distributed file sizes.

Each simulation experiment simulated 2x hours of network time. To ensure that transient effects
do not affect the results, simulation data were recorded from the last x hours only and only from
connections that started and terminated during the last x hours. Because we are using the Pareto
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/lacc 128 kbps
/lr, /lr' 2 Mb/s
Tr, Tr' 100 msec

Pusr 1540 x 8 bits
Pack 40 bytes
Wrx 64 packets

Table 7.1: The values of the other network parameters.

67

distribution for the file lengths, it is possible that the longest connections started in the first x
hours resulting in biased results. We acknowledge that this could be a problem. Table 7.2 shows
the values chosen for x which depend on the average of the file sizes of the simulations.

file size 2x
(packets) (hours)

30 2
60 4

120 8

Table 7.2: The network times for simulations with different average file sizes.

A doubling of the average file size implies that the connection request rates must be halved to
achieve approximately the same loads on the routers. The argument followsthat the network time
being simulated must be doubled in order to record roughly the same number of connections for
equal loads.

A sufficient number of simulations were run to insure a 95% confidence interval on the average
number of connections active at the main nodes. (See appendix C.1 for information on acquiring
confidence intervals.) Each data point in the plots that follow represents the average of ten
simulations.

The performance metrics investigated are summarized in table 7.3. Table 7.3 also shows the
parameter against which the corresponding performance metric is plotted in the results for the two
sets of simulation experiments. Pr and Pr' are the loads on the forward and backward simplex links
rand r' respectively. Each metric was calculated as the average of the corresponding metrics in
the forward and backward directions respectively. For example T is the average of the throughput
Tr and Tr, per TCP connection of connections transmitting over link rand r' respectively. In
order to calculate q and C, samples of the queue lengths and the number of active connections
were recorded every 10 milliseconds. T was calculated as the total number of packets sent (not
including retransmitted packets) divided by the total time that the connections were active. This
is in accordance with definition 1 in chapter 4. The loss probability e was calculated as the
total number of data packets lost divided by the total number of data packets sent. The average
congestion window size w was calculated as the average RTT divided by the average number of
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set 1 set 2
metric vs vs

main node loss probability e Pr, Pr' Kn Kr,
main node average queue length q Pr, Pr' Kr, Kr,

(not including the packet in service)
average number C of active connections Pr, Pr' Kr, Kr,

average TCP window size w Pn Pr' Kr, Kr,
load P on the simplex links lIr, lIr' Kr, Kr,

throughput T per TCP connection lIr, lIr' Kr, Kr,

Table 7.3: The performance metrics investigated and the metrics against which they are plotted.

packets transmitted per second per connection where the RTT was approximated with equation
(25). The loads Pr and Pr' were approximated by equation (34).

7.2 Applicability and Usage of the TCP Models

The single source models of chapter 4 are only able to calculate the throughput T and require
input parameters values that must be obtained from either TCP traces or, as in our case, from
simulation experiments. Therefore they can only be used after simulation experiments have been
conducted. They may, however, be useful for estimating a lower bound for T if upper bounds of,
for example, the packet loss probability and the average RTT in the network are known. For small
data transfers with little or no packet loss, we expect these models to over-estimate T. We thus
place the limit Tmax as redefined in equation (63) on their throughput predictions. As the average
file size increases, we expect these models to give more accurate throughput results as most of
them model bulk data transfers.

For the TCP-Engset model, the number N of sources was assigned as the average number C of
connections obtained from the corresponding simulation. The average OFF time Z of a TCP
source was set to

Z=Q d
II T (67)

where II is the TCP connection request rate, T is the throughput per TCP connection obtained
from the corresponding simulation and d = 'P/ (Pusr - Pack) is the average number of packets per
file. The first term on the right hand side of equation (67) represents the amount of time since the
start of a transmission by one of the C sources and the start of the next transmission by the same
source. The second term is the total time to transmit a file. The rest of the input parameters
were the same as for the simulation experiments.

Also for the TCP-NBurst model, the number N of sources was assigned as the average number
C of connections obtained from the corresponding simulation. The average OFF time Z was
assigned as for the TCP-Engset model. Instead of using the modified N-Burst MMPP in the
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TCP-NBurst model, we implemented it with the N-Exp MMPP. Although it is not difficult to
implement TCP-NBurst with the modified N-Burst MMPP, the effort required to implement it
efficiently (see Schwefel[72])is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The TCP-AK models of chapter 6 are more versatile as they represent a more complex network
setup than the models of chapter 4. Furthermore, the input parameters to the TCP-AK models
are normally known to network operators, and are the same as the input parameters to our
simulations which are based on the same network setup. It is also possible to integrate the single
sourcemodels of chapter 4 into the TCP-AK1 and TCP-AK1ext models resulting in hybrid models
that may yield better predictions of the performance metrics of the network. For the TCP-AK1
and TCP-AK1ext models the attraction factor a was set to one as this feature is not present in
the simulations.

Although the TCP-AK1ext and TCP-AK2ext models were extended with the N-Burst/M/l/ K
and N-Exp/M/1/ K queues, results for the models are shown for the N-Exp/M/1/ K queue only
as it produced better results.

All of the models presented in this thesis are computationally tractable. Execution times are
typically less than 10 microsecondson an AMD Athlon XP1800+ processor. For the models that
implement the N-Exp/M/1/ K queue, execution times are low for small N, but increase linearly
with increasing N. Execution times can be improved significantly by using the Math Kernel
Library2 developed by Intel for processors that implement the SSE and/or SSE2 instruction sets
such as the Intel Pentium II and later processors and the AMD Duron and Athlon processors.

In summary, all the TCP models consist of two inter-related submodels, a submodel for TCP
and a submodel for the network setup. For the models of chapter 4, the network submodel was
omitted in the model specification and incorporated as part of the input parameters. These input
parameters are not necessarily available to network operators. For the TCP-Engset and TCP-
NBurst models of chapter 5 and the TCP-AK models of chapter 6, the network submodel is
included in the model specification and the models take input parameters values that are likely
to be available to network operators. Table 7.4 gives a summary of the important TCP features
included in the TCP models.

7.3 Applicability of the M/M/1/ K and SM/M/l/ K Queues

Apart from evaluating the TCP models it is also necessary to evaluate the M/M/1/K , N-
Burst/M/1/ K and N-Exp/M/1/ K queues by comparing their predictions of the loss probability e
and the average queue length q against the simulation results. The queues predict e and q given the
input parameters in table 7.5. Although the queues do not model TCP explicitly, they do model a
packet arrival process to the main node. The M/M/1/ K queue assumes a Poisson arrival process
while the N-Burst/M/1/ K and N-Exp/M/1/ K queues use MMPPs in the form of NON/OFF

2Available from http://www.inte1.com/software/products/perfiib/index.htm
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CE SS CA TO TD
TCP-FLOYD vi vi
TCP-OTT vi vi
TCP-UMassl vi vi
TCP-UMass2 vi vi vi
TCP-UWash vi vi vi vi vi
TCP-UMass3 vi single vi
TCP-Hungary vi vi
TCP-Uppsala vi vi
TCP-Engset vi vi
TCP-NBurst vi vi
TCP-AKI vi vi
TCP-AKlext vi vi
TCP-AK2 vi vi vi vi
TCP-AK2ext vi vi vi vi vi

Table 7.4: The TCP features modelled by the various TCP models. CE indicates connection
establishment.

M/M/l/K N-Burst/M/l/K N-Exp/M/l/ K
the average packet arrival rate >. vi vi vi
the average packet service rate Jl vi vi vi

the buffer size K vi vi vi
the number N of sources N=3 vi

the OFF time Z of a source vi vi
the ON time U of a source vi vi

Table 7.5: The input parameters for the M/M/l/K , N-Burst/M/l/K and N-Exp/M/l/K
queues.

sources. In order to investigate the accuracy of the queues in predicting e and q, we included
their predictions in the results where their respective input parameters were calculated from the
simulation results. (The execution times of the N-Burst/M/l/ K queue for a larger number of
sources and for a larger order TPT distributions were excessive.)

7.4 Summary of the Results

It is known (see Crovella and Bestavros [16]' Leland et ai. [39]and Paxson and Floyd [66]) that
TCP traffic is bursty causing the loss probability e and average queue length q at a router to
be higher than predicted by simple Poisson models such as, for example, the M/M/l/ K queue.
A surprising result from the simulation experiments is that e and q are lower than expected as
these values are closer to the predictions of the M/M/l/ K queue than the predictions of the more
realistic N-Exp/M/l/ K queue.

A possible reason for this is that the limit on the transmission speed of the access links causes the
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TCP traffic to be better behaved than when no limit is imposed. Instead of a window of data being
offered simultaneously to a main node, the access link with limited capacity has a smoothing effect
on the arrival of the packets to the main node. To test this hypothesis we ran simulations with an
average file length of 30 packets for increasing connection request rates for the somewhat extreme
case where the access links and the simplex links have the same capacities of 2 Mbits/s. In figure
7.2 we see that the M/M/l/ K queue is inadequate for predicting e and q. For this situation the
N-Exp/M/l/K queue gives better results and the TCP-AK2ext model gives better results than
the TCP-AK2 model as shown in figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.2: The loss probability e and average queue length q at the main nodes VB the loads Pr
and Pr' for an average file size of 30 packets: access link capacity 2 Mbits/s.
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Figure 7.3: Throughput T (packets/s) per TCP connection VB the connection request rates Vr and
Vr' for an average file size of 30 packets: access link capacity 2 Mbits/s.

For scenarios where the M/M/l/ K and N-Exp/M/l/ K queues are inadequate to predict e and
q one can use the 8M/M/l/ K queue with a custom MMPP fitted to TCP traces as explained in
appendix A.I.

We note that the results do not vary significantly for different file sizes. Throughput predictions
tend to improve with larger file sizes. It may be more useful in future work to investigate the
impact of different packet sizes and user access links with different capacities on the performance
metrics of the network.
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For the parameter values investigated table 7.6 shows the models which gave the best results
compared to the simulation results. The TCP-AK1(Uppsala) and TCP-AK2 models gave the
best overall results where the TCP-AK1(Uppsala) model is the TCP-AK1 model that uses the
throughput formula of the TCP-Uppsala model.

set 1 set 2
T p C w T p C w

TCP-Uppsala J J
TCP-Engset J J
TCP-AK1 J J
TCP-AK1ext J J J J
TCP-AK1(Uppsala) J J J J J J
TCP-AK2 J J J J J J J
TCP-AK2ext J J J J

Table 7.6: The models that give the best predictions for the various performance metrics.

7.5 Results: The Impact of the Connection Request Rates

In this set of experiments the connection request rates Vr and Vr' were increased until the through-
put per TCP connection saturated when the loads on the main nodes exceeded 1.0. The simplex
link buffer sizes Kr and Kr, were kept constant at 10 (packets), and the rest of the parameters
are given in table 7.1. The results are presented in figures 7.4 to 7.13.

In figure 7.4 we see that the loss probabilities produced by the M/M/11 K queue are sufficiently
accurate. This is a surprising result as we expect the simulation loss rates to be higher as a result
of bursty TCP traffic.

A similar observation can be made in figure 7.5 where the average queue lengths q are close to the
M/M/11 K average queue lengths. We expected q to be higher than the queue lengths predicted
by the M/M/11 K queue, also as a result of the burstiness of the TCP traffic.

The throughput predictions of the single source models of chapter 4 are presented in figures 7.6 to
7.8. The plots for the TCP-UMass2 and TCP-UWash models nearly coincide. The TCP-Uppsala
model gives the most accurate results. In figure 7.9 we see that of the two models of chapter 5,
the TCP-Engset model gives the best throughput results.

Given that the TCP-Uppsala model gives the best throughput results of the single source models,
we used its throughput formula and equation (61) to extend the TCP-AK1 model. We denote this
new hybrid model by TCP-AK1(Uppsala). The throughput predictions of the TCP-AK models are
presented in figure 7.10. The TCP-AK1ext model gives good results and the TCP-AK1(Uppsala)
and TCP-AK2 models give the best results.
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Figure 7.11 shows that all the TCP-AK models give good predictions for the load p. The TCP-
AK1(Uppsala) model gives the best predictions for the average number C of connections as pre-
sented in figure 7.12. In figure 7.13 we see that the TCP-AK2 and TCP-AK2ext models give the
best predictions for the average congestion window size w.
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Figure 7.13: The average congestion window size w per connection VB the loads Pr and Pr' for
average file sizes of 30, 60 and 120packets respectively.

7.6 Results: The Impact of the Simplex Link Buffer Sizes

In this set of experiments the simplex link buffer sizes Kr and Kr, were increased from two to
ten (packets). The TCP connection request rates Vr and Vr' were kept constant at 3, 1.5 and
0.75 (connections/s) for experiments with average file sizes of 30, 60 and 120packets respectively.
The TCP connection request rates were chosen from the results in section 7.5 as the rate values
slightly smaller than the rate values corresponding to the start of the decline in the throughput
per TCP connection. The rest of the parameters are given in table 7.1. Figures 7.14 to 7.23 show
the results.

In figure 7.14 we see that all three the queues over-estimate the loss probability e. As with the set
1 experiments, we expected e to be higher due to the burstiness of TCP traffic. The M/M/1/ K
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queue gives the best results.

81

Figure 7.15 shows that all three queues give good predictions for the average queue length q. Once
again we are surprised that the values of q are close to the MIMlll K queue average queue lengths.
The N-Exp/M/11 K queue gives the best results but only slightly better than the results of the
MIMI 11K queue.

Figures 7.16 to 7.18 present the throughput predictions of the single source models of chapter 4.
The plots for the TCP-UMass2 and TCP-UWash models nearly coincide. Once again it is the
TCP-Uppsala model that gives the best throughput results. Of the two models in chapter 5 it is
the TCP-Engset model that gives the best results as shown in figure 7.19.

The throughput predictions of the TCP-AK models are presented in figure 7.20. The TCP-
AK1(Uppsala) and TCP-AK2 models give the best results.

In figure 7.21 we see that all of the TCP-AK models give good predictions for the load p for higher
buffer sizes. Figure 7.22 shows that the TCP-AK1(Uppsala) model gives the best predictions for
the average number C of connections and figure 7.23 shows that the TCP-AK2 and TCP-AK2ext
models give the best predictions of the average congestion window size w.
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Figure 7.15: The average queue length q at the simplex links VB the buffer sizes Kr and Kr, for
average file sizes of 30, 60 and 120 packets respectively.
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Figure 7.16: Throughput T (packets/s) per TCP connection VB the buffer sizes Kr and Kr, for
average file sizes of 30, 60 and 120 packets respectively.
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Figure 7,17: Throughput T (packets/s) per TCP connection vs the buffer sizes Kr and Kr, for
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Figure 7.18: Throughput T (packets/s) per TCP connection vs the buffer sizes Kr and Kr, for
average file sizes of 30, 60 and 120 packets respectively.
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Figure 7.21: The load p on the simplex links VB the buffer sizes Kr and Kr, for average file sizes
of 30, 60 and 120 packets respectively.
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Figure 7.23: The average congestion windowsize w per connection vs the buffer sizesKr and Kr,
for average file sizes of 30, 60 and 120packets respectively.

7.7 Concluding Remarks

Owing to the complexity of the simulation script, the execution times of simulations with large
traffic loads and long average file sizes are in excess of 8 hours per simulation on an AMD Athlon
XP1800+ processor. Therefore, execution times can increase by a large factor when extending
the simulation to represent larger networks. A method is proposed in appendix C.2 for extending
the simulation script in such a way as to keep its increase in complexity and execution time to a
minimum.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This thesis investigated several tractable TCP models to find the ones most suitable to represent
TCP traffic in MPLS networks. Two of these models were extended by implementing a more
complex queue, the SM/M/1/ K queue, which better describes the burstiness of TCP traffic than
the M/M/1/ K queue. The relevant TCP features included by these models were investigated
(see table 7.4). The models were evaluated by comparing their throughput predictions versus
results obtained from simulation experiments. Some models were also evaluated according to
their predictions of performance metrics such as the average window size per TCP connection. It
was found that some models show significantly better results than others in predicting different
performance metrics (see table 7.6).

The simulation experiments revealed that for the network setup that was simulated the M/M/1/ K
queue is sufficient for modelling the traffic that arrives to an ELR. An example was given of a
network setup where the M/M/1/ K queue is not suitable to model the traffic arriving to the ELRs
and where the more complex SM/M/1/ K queue gives better results.

Based on our results of the network setup that was simulated, we conclude that some of the TCP
models described in this thesis are sufficientlyaccurate to represent TCP traffic in MPLS networks.

We also presented a simple derivation of the 1/,,;e law for the TCP congestion window size where
e is the packet loss probability.

8.1 Criticism and Future Work

The first point of criticism is that we did not examine measurements from real networks. We
assumed that the ns simulations were sufficiently accurate to represent the network setup that
was simulated. Future work might show whether this assumption was valid.

Another point of criticism is the simulation itself i.e. it is too complex in the sense that it takes
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too long and that, by extending the simulation script, its execution time will increase by a large
factor. For future work, it could be insightful to simulate LSPs which consist of more than one
link with additional traffics. To do this, one would have to extend the simulation in such a way
that the increase in execution time is minimal. A way of doing this was described.

This thesis investigated the impact of different average file sizes on the performance metrics of the
network. Future work may also investigate the impact of different packet sizes and user access
links with different capacity sizes on the performance metrics of the network.
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Appendix A

Additional Mathematical
Background

This appendix gives additional mathematical background. A MMPP for which the corresponding
matrices are determined by an empirical method is discussed, as well as the original Engset model.

A.I MMPP LucHey: A Fitted Arrival Process

Instead of using a MMPP based on an analytic model such as the I-Burst process, it is possible to
construct a MMPP based on TCP traces. Assume we have data which capture the packet arrival
rate to a router for each fixed interval t over a period of time. We can construct the LucHey
MMPP (see Heyman and Lucantoni [29]) as follows.

Recall from section 3.5 the matrices Q and L, and let J.L denote the peak arrival rate of data
packets. We choose the Poisson arrival rates {Ai} for the rate matrix L according to the following
algorithm.

l.N+-I

2. Ai +- (v!I+"tl- 1)2

3. r +- Ai - 2JXi"

4. if (r ::; 0) stop

5. j +- N + 1

6. Aj +- (~ - I?
7. r+-Aj-2A
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8. N +-- j

9. if (r :S0) stop
else go to step 5

Appendix A. Additional Mathematical Background

The rate matrix L of the MMPP is thus N dimensional with rates {Ai} on the main diagonal. Let
{Xi, i = 1,2, ... ,T} denote the data observation points. We associate Xi with phase j if

Aj - 2y'>:j < Xi :S Aj + 2y'>:j.

Define
number of transitions from phases i to j

Pij = number of transitions out of phase i

The infinitesimal generator matrix Q of the MMPP is constructed as follows

Qij = tPij i i= j,
Qii = t(Pii - 1).

When using the N-Burst MMPP of section 3.7 the state space can become very large as the
number N of ON/OFF sources increases. Instead of using the N-Burst MMPP, one can simulate
N ON/OFF sources and then, by using the procedure discussed in this section, represent the
N-Burst MMPP by the LucHey MMPP.

A.2 The Engset Model

The Engset model (see Cohen [14],Cooper [15]and Heyman [31])models a queuing system where
N ON/OFF sources use a link which can handle at most s sources (N > s). The length of an
ON period has distribution function F(.) with mean l/f and the length of an OFF period has
distribution function G(.) with mean l/g.

In order to analyse this network scenario, it is temporarily assumed that the ON and OFF times
have exponential distributions with parameters f and 9 respectively, so that the number of active
sources evolve according to a birth-and-death process with birth rates {A;} and death rates {J,ti}

j = 1,2, ... , s

(N - i)g
oAi = {

J,ti = { ~f
j=O

i = 0, 1, ... , s - 1

i=s

It is then shown that the equilibrium distribution {-ITi} of the number of active sources of this
birth-and-death process is insensitive to the distributions of the ON and OFF times, as long as
they have means 1/ f and 1/9 respectively. Therefore {7l'i} is also the equilibrium distribution for
the original process.
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Appendix B

TCP Models Not Considered

Numerous models ofTCP for various different network setups have been reported in the literature.
The large body of knowledge that exists on TCP makes it impossible to consider all the relevant
material in this thesis.

For this thesis we chose the models which, in our opinion, are the most applicable to the MPLS
network setup as described in sections 1.1 and 6.1. The following list contains TCP models that
were not considered because they were either too complex or because they were not entirely
applicable.

1. In Brown [11J a model is developed for the scenario where a fixed number of TCP connections
share a resource with connections measuring different round trip times.

2. The TCP models in Ott et al. [48, 50, 51J were derived from the TCP-Ott model [60J
to model respectively single and multiple TCP flows traversing a router which implements
algorithms such as RED (Random Early Detection) and ERD (Early Random Drop).

3. The models presented in Heidemann et al. [28Jand Mahdavi [44Jare special cases of the
more complex TCP-UWash model of section 4.5.

4. The model presented in Partridge and Shepard [63]models TCP traffic over a satellite link.

5. The model of Lakshman and Madhow [38]deals with TCP traffic that competes with real
time traffic in a busy network.

6. In Altman et al. [3]a stochastic model is developed for TCP lIP where lossesoccur according
to a random process.

7. Malouch and Liu [45]developed a model for TCP in networks with differentiated services
and which implements the RED algorithm.

8. The model by Kumar [37]deals with several TCP versions on lossy links.
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9. In Baccelli and Hong [7]the evolution of the TCP windowsize is represented in terms ofMax-
Plus algebra for the network setup where TCP traffic has to traverse several deterministic
or random routers.

10. The models of Meo et al. [2, 13, 26]model TCP with a closed queuing network model.

11. A methodology for network capacity planning is presented in Roughan et al. [70]and a basic
example is given by using the 1/ ve law (see section 4.1) for the average TCP congestion
window size where e is the packet loss probability.

12. The work in Altman et al. [4]' which is mathematically complex, models TCP for the case
where the RTT is dependent on the size of the congestion window.
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Appendix C

Simulation

This appendix describes the method for finding confidence intervals when doing simulations and
proposes a method for extending the ns simulation script described in section 7.1.1 that was used
for the simulation experiments.

C.l Acquiring Confidence Intervals

Assume the simulation was executed M times with different random number seed values and let
X(i) denote the observations for run i. The mean Xi of the observations of run i is

IxCi)1

Xi = IX~i)1L XAi
)

n=l

with the mean X of these means
_ 1 M_
X= MLXi

i=l

and an estimation s2 of the variance of these means
M

2 1 L - - 2S = -- (X -K)M -1 t .
i=l

Let tM-l(X) denote the value of Student's t distribution with r = M - 1 degrees of freedom at
the point x

(
r ) (l+r)/2

r+x2

tM-l(X) = 'Be 1
r "2r'"2

'With B(a, b) the beta function. B(a, b) is calculated with the beta routine in [68]. Furthermore,
for a < a < 100 let {3= 100 - Q. A confidence interval of at least {3%will be obtained if

M 2: (tM_l(a/2)s/8)2

where 28= 2aX is the width of the confidence interval.
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C.2 Extending the Simulation Script

Appendix C. Simulation

One might wish to extend the ns simulation script of section 7.1.1 in order to represent a more
complex network setup. If for example we are interested in the same performance metrics as in
chapter 7 for the two LSPs represented in figure 7.1 but the LSPs traverse several links with
these links carrying additional traffics, then the simulation script can be extended to represent the
network setup illustrated in figure C.l.

I ..
J-Lr simplex, TTl Kr

/lr' + XT' simplex, Yr/, K r' + Zr'

•
J.Lr+ XT simplex, Yrl Kr + Zr

!LT' simplex, TT" Kr,

-,

------. forward

- backward

Figure C.1: An extension of the network in figure 7.1.

In figure C.1 an extra node R was inserted between nodes I and E. The original forward link
I-E now connects nodes I and R in the forward direction, and similarly the original backward
link E-I. Nodes Rand E are connected in the forward direction by a new link with capacity
J-Lr + Xr with latency Yr and with buffer size Kr + Zr. Nodes I and R are similarly connected.
N ON/OFF sources at node R transmit in the forward direction to the nearest node E with an
aggregate average bitrate that does not exceed Xr (bits/s). A similar description follows for the
N ON/OFF sources at node R transmitting in the backward direction to the nearest node I.

A similar procedure can be followedto have more than one transit node between nodes I and E.

Another way of minimising execution times is to omit the TCP connections arriving to node E

and compensate for the lack of data packet traffic at node E by decreasing its buffer size and link
capacity. The user will then also have to compensate for the lack of ACK packet traffic at node I
in a similar manner.
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Appendix D

Delay in a Finite Single Server
Queue

This appendix discusses properties of the waiting times in a single server queue which has K buffer
spaces (including the server) and for which the processing times for packets have an exponential
distribution with parameter J-to Let {ad denote the distribution at packet arrival times of the
number of packets in the queue.

D.I The Waiting Time Probability Density Function

A packet that arrives to the queue with k packets in it will have a waiting time with probability
density function fk(t) equal to the Erlang distribution with parameters k + 1 and J-t

fk(t) = J-t(J-tt)kexp( -J-tt)
k! ' t > 00

The waiting time for a packet arriving to the queue of arbitrary length has a probability density
function f(t) equal to

K-l

f(t) = L akfk(t)o
k=O

D.2 First and SecondMoments and Varianceof the Waiting
Time

The first moment, or the average E(W) of the waiting time can be calculated from Little's Law
L = >'E(W) where>' is the average arrival rate to the queue and L is the average queue length.
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The i-th moment E(Wi) of the waiting time can be calculated with the Laplace Stieltjes transform
L(s) as explained in section 3.2

L(s) = L'" exp( -st)f(t)dt
100 K-1 ()k= exp( -st) L ak jl,J.d ~~p(-f-Lt) dt
o k=O
K-1 k+1 00

= ~ ak f-Lk! 1 tkexp( -(s + f-L)t)dt

'---v- -
=kl/(s+JL)k+l

K-1 f-Lk+1

= Lak(s+f-L"'"
k=O

The first and second moments are respectively

E(W) = -1 dL(s) 1
ds s=o

_ 1 ",K-1(- Ii LJk=O k + l)ak
and

E(W2) = d2d:~s)Is=o
_ 1 ",K-1(
- Ji'I LJk=O k + l)(k + 2)ak'

The variance Var(W) of the waiting time is

Var(W) = E(W2) - E(W?

D.3 Example 1: The M/M/l/K Queue

For the M /M /1/ K queue the distribution {ad is equal to the stationary distribution {1rd of the
queue length where

1rk = {

Therefore, for p = 1

1':;;1+1 pk P #- 1
K~l P = 1

E(W) = ~ ~;:=~l(k + 1) K~l
-11£
- JL 2

and for p #- 1

and E(W2) = ~ ~;:=~l(k + l)(k + 2) K~l
_ K K+2
- Ji'I 3

K-1
1", 1-p k

E(W) = - L." (k + 1) T<J-l P
f-Lk=O 1- P

1 1 1- (K + l)pK +KpK+1
M1-pK+l 1-p
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D.4 Example 2: The SM/M/l/K Queue

and

1 K-l 1
E(W2) = 2" L(k+l)(k+2) -!-L,l

J-L k=O 1- P

1 1 2 - pK[(K + 1)(K + 2) - 2K(K + 2)p + K(K + l)p2]
J-L21- pK+l (1_ p)2

D.4 Example 2: The SM/M/l/K Queue

For the SM/M/l/K queue, the distribution {ad is given in equation (9). Therefore,

1K-l (aRk K-k
E(W)=-L(k+l) +bS )Le

J-Lk=O 1rLe

1 [ K-l K-l
= -;;, a L (k + I)Rk + b L (k + I)SK-k] Le

k=O k=O 1rLe

= ..!:. [aX1 + bX2] Le
J-L 1rLe

and

1 K-l k K k
E(W2) = 2" L(k+l)(k+2)(aR +bS - )Le

J-L k=O 1rLe

1 [ K-l K-l
= -;;, a L (k + 1)(k + 2)Rk + b L 2(k + I)SK-k + kSK-k + k2SK-k] Le

k=O k=O 1rLe
1 Le

= - [aXa + b(2X2 + X4 + X5)] -
J-L 1rLe

where

1 - (K + I)RK + KRK+1
Xl = (I - R)2

KS - (K + I)S2 + SK+2
X2 = (I - S)2 ,

X _ 21 - RK[(K + 1)(K + 2) + 2K(K + 2)R - K(K + I)R2]
a - (1- R)3

_ (K -1)S2 - KS3 + SK+2 (_ X2 - KS)
X4 - (I _ S)2S - S

(K - 1)2S - (2K2 - 6K + 5)S2 + (K2 - 2K + 3)S3 - (I + S)SK+l
X5 = (I - S)3 .

101

The derivations of Xl and Xa are respectively similar to the derivations of E(W) and E(W2) for
the M/M/l/K queue in the previous example.
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